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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION  
 
 

A Study of the Temporal and Spatial Regulation of Clathrin Mediated 
Endocytosis 

 

by 

 

Daniel Nunez 

Doctor of Philosophy in Bioengineering 

University of California, San Diego, 2013 

Professor Andrew McCulloch, Chair 
 

Clathrin-mediated endocytosis (CME) constitutes the major route for 

selective cargo internalization in higher eukaryotes, and as such is also central 

to cellular homeostasis. This process involves the concerted action of dozens 

of different proteins over the span of a minute, yet little is known about how it 

is regulated both temporally and spatially. In this dissertation we develop and 

use novel analysis methods to study both of these aspects of the regulation of 

CME. We first adapt the fluorescence fluctuation based Number & Brightness 

(N&B) analysis to study the GTPase-dependent regulation of the endocytic 
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checkpoint by dynamin2. We find that this analysis is capable of measuring 

the relative brightness of particles in vivo and with single molecule sensitivity.  

We find that background fluorescence, unless corrected for, impedes this 

analysis from measuring absolute brightness values. Finally, we apply this 

analysis to study the recruitment of dynamin2 wild-type, as well as two 

dynamin2 mutants deficient in basal GTPase activity. In order to study the 

spatial regulation of CME, we spatially correlate sites of CME nucleation 

observed in live cells by florescence microscopy. We find that CME is spatially 

organized into hotspots that can effectively retain nucleation resources. Based 

on the effects that knock down of various CME accessory factors have on the 

organization of CME, we distinguish two classes of accessory proteins: 

nucleation factors and nucleation organizers. Finally, we observe that 

clustering of transferrin receptors spatially randomizes pit nucleation and thus 

reduces the role of hotspots. On the basis of these data, we propose that 

hotspots are specialized cortical actin patches that organize CCP nucleations 

from within the cell by more efficient recruitment and/or retention of the 

resources required for CCP nucleation partially due to the action of nucleation 

organizers. 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION TO CLATHRIN MEDIATED ENDOCYTOSIS 

 

1.1 ENDOCYTOSIS: GENERAL INTRODUCTION AND DISEASE 

RELEVANCE 

  

1.1.1 Sequence of Molecular Events in Clathrin Mediated Endocytosis 

(CME) 

 

Endocytosis is a specialized process by which the cell internalizes 

membrane bound proteins and materials from the extracellular environment. 

The plasma membrane separates the internal cytoplasm of the cell from its 

external environment. While small molecules, such as amino acids, sugars, 

and ions can transverse the plasma membrane via specialized membrane 

pumps or channels, larger molecules must be internalized via some form of 

endocytosis (1). Endocytosis can be divided into phagocytosis, or cell eating, 

which is typically restricted to specialized immune cells in mammals, and 

pinocytosis, or cell drinking (1). Pinocytosis can be divided into clathrin-

mediated endocytosis (CME), caveolin-mediated endocytosis, flotillin-

mediated endocytosis, clathrin- flotillin- and caveolin-independent endocytosis 

(GEEC, IL-2, lipid raft, and Arf6 pathways), and macropinocytosis (2). Of 

these, CME, caveolin-mediated endocytosis, and clathrin- flotillin- and 

caveolin-independent endocytosis are more efficient and specific because 
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they rely on receptors to capture cargo (1). 

CME constitutes the major route for selective cargo internalization in 

higher eukaryotes, and as such is also central to cellular homeostasis. It 

occurs constitutively in all mammalian cells, but can also be stimulated by 

specific ligands. It carries out the uptake of nutrients such as iron-laden 

transferrin that binds to transferrin receptors, and cholesterol-laden low-

density lipoprotein (LDL) that binds to the LDL receptor. It also controls the 

levels of many cell membrane proteins, and therefore a myriad of cell 

functions, e.g. cell growth, development, differentiation, signaling, and cell 

migration.   

CME can be broken down into five stages of clathrin-coated pit (CCP) 

maturation: nucleation, stabilization, invagination, scission, and uncoating. The 

entire process takes about a minute on average, and involves dozens of 

different proteins (3, 4). A recent study has categorized many of the proteins 

involved into modules based on their recruitment dynamics to CCPs (5). The 

coat module, divided into a clathrin sub-module (epsin2, CALM, clathrin light 

chain, and NECAP) and an adaptor/F-BAR sub- module (FCHo1/2, Eps15, 

AP-2), are recruited early during the nucleation and stabilization of nascent 

CCPs. The actin polymerization sub-module (Abp1, cortactin, and Arp3) is 

then recruited during the final stages of CCP invagination. The NBAR domain 

module (endophilin2, amphiphysin-I, and amphiphysin-II) and the 

dynamin/myosin/N-WASP module (dynamin1, dynamin2, synaptojanin2b1, 
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myosin1E, N- WASP, Eps8, Hip1R, myosin6, and syndapin2) are recruited 

during vesicle scission. Scission is followed by recruitment of the actin 

depolymerization/suppression (cofilin, coronin1B, and sorting nexin 9 (SNX9)) 

and the GAK/ post-scission module (GAK, ACK1, and OCRL1) during vesicle 

uncoating. 

During CME, CCPs are nucleated at the plasma membrane by the 

recruitment of clathrin to adaptor proteins (e.g. AP-2), which bind to trans-

membrane receptors and phosphoinositide-4,5-biphosphate (PI(4,5)P2) (6). 

One clathrin triskelia can bind, and thus link, two AP-2 tetramers. This is 

thought to represent the first step in CCP nucleation (6). The binding of 

clathrin to AP-2 leads to a conformational change that switches its µ2 subunit 

into its “open” conformation (7). This leads to the activation of AP-2 and 

primes it for receptor binding. This observation, along with others of receptors 

and viruses being captured by pre-existing CCPs, suggest that a CCP can be 

nucleated before recruiting its cargo (3, 8). However, receptor clustering has 

been shown to stimulate de-novo CCP nucleation (9). It is possible that this 

occurs through the action of alternate cargo adaptors (e.g., stonin 2 binds 

synaptotagmin17, Dishevelled binds Frizzled18, and HRB binds vesicle-

associated membrane protein 7 (VAMP7)) that may be recruited to signaling 

receptors and induce de-novo CCP nucleation (10). Various lines of evidence 

support this notion. Binding of β-arrestin to phosphorylated G-protein coupled 

receptors (GPCRs) induces a conformational change that activates β-arrestin, 
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and allows it to bind clathrin and AP-2 (11). Also, ubiquitination of some 

receptors induces their endocytosis and subsequent degradation. These 

receptors are recognized by epsins and epidermal growth factor receptor 

substrate 15 (Eps15) via tandemly arrayed ubiquitin-interacting motifs (UIMs) 

(12). 

Once a CCP has nucleated, it requires the association of accessory 

factors, as well as the steady polymerization of clathrin, adaptors, and cargo, 

in order to stabilize and mature (3). One study suggested the existence of a 

putative nucleation module, consisting of FCH domain only (FCHO) proteins, 

Eps15 and intersectins, based on the increase or decrease of nucleation rates 

observed upon respectively overexpressing or knocking-down these proteins 

(13). A subsequent study found that observed nucleation rate differences were 

actually due to changes in the number of CCPs that lived for longer than 2–5 

seconds (6). Collectively these studies suggest that this subset of proteins 

(FCHO, EPS15, and intersectin) is necessary for the stabilization of nascent 

CCPs. Indeed these proteins have domains with which they can interact and 

scaffold with many other proteins, as well as with receptors, and bind to 

membranes of low curvature (13-15). 

Once a shallow invaginated CCP has been stabilized, further 

maturation requires the progressive invagination of the membrane bud. This is 

thought to be accomplished by the concerted action of curvature effectors, 

specifically the N- BAR (Bin/Amphiphysin/RVS) family of proteins (endophilin, 
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amphiphysin), as well as SNX9, which also contains a BAR domain (16). 

These proteins form banana-shaped dimers in which the concave surface is 

positively charged, and therefore binds to the inner leaflet of the plasma 

membrane. While FCHO proteins, which contain F-BAR domains, bind to 

membranes with shallow curvatures, SNX9 contains a PX-BAR domain and 

binds to more deeply invaginated membranes. The N-BAR domain containing 

proteins, endophilin and amphiphysin, bind even more deeply invaginated 

membranes. The subsequent association of these proteins to CCPs may 

therefore drive or detect the progressive invagination of CCPs. These BAR 

proteins may not act alone. Actin is thought to be required for the recruitment 

of N-BAR domain containing proteins (17). Actin is recruited to CCPs by 

cortactin and clathrin-light-chain-bound Hip1R, and has been shown to be 

crucial under conditions of high membrane tension (18).  

After a CCP is fully invaginated it pinches off from the plasma 

membrane and forms a clathrin-coated vesicle (CCV). This scission is 

accomplished by dynamin (19). It is thought that dynamin is recruited to CCPs 

by amphiphysin, endophilin, and/or SNX9, all of which have SRC homology 3 

(SH3) domains that bind the Pro-rich domain of dynamin. In support of this 

hypothesis, these proteins have been shown to be recruited to CCPs with the 

same dynamics as dynamin (5). Dynamin assembles into spirals of tetramers 

that hydrolyze GTP in order to constrict the neck of the CCP, and has been 

show to be sufficient for fission in vitro (20). 
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After a vesicle has separated from the plasma membrane, the clathrin 

coat is promptly disassembled (21, 22). This process begins with the 

recruitment of auxilin, whose N-terminal PTEN-like domain can sense when a 

CCV has pinched off from the membrane. Auxilin’s C-terminal J-domain then 

recruits Heat shock cognate protein-70 (Hsc70) to the pinched-off CCV. 

Accumulation of Hsc70 past a critical level leads to the ATP dependent 

uncoating of the CCV (23). This allows for the recycling of coat components, 

but more importantly, it enables the CCV to dock and fuse with other vesicles 

or large membrane-delimited compartments, which is critical for cargo 

trafficking.  

 

1.1.2 CME’s Relevance in Cell Signaling 

 

Cells communicate with their environment via membrane-bound 

receptors that recognize ligands such as growth factors, hormones, or 

nutrients thereby controlling cell growth, development, differentiation, 

signaling, or cell migration. Endocytosis is responsible for controlling the 

number of these receptors at the plasma membrane, thus affecting the 

sensitivity and dynamic range of the response to a given extracellular signal. It 

can also terminate signals by internalizing and degrading activated receptors. 

In the case of transmembrane ligands, such as the DSL (Delta, Serrate and 

LAG-2) family, which activate receptors in the NOTCH family found in 
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neighboring cells, endocytosis is required not only for the control of ligand 

abundance, but is also a prerequisite to ligand activation (24). The specific 

endocytic route taken by a receptor can determine whether the receptor is 

recycled or degraded. For the case of epidermal growth factor receptor 

(EGFR) and the transforming growth factor-β receptor (TGF-βR), 

internalization by CME results in most of the receptors being recycled, and 

thus sustained signaling, while internalization by clathrin-independent 

endocytosis results in most of the receptor being degraded, thus attenuation of 

signaling (25, 26). Not all receptors follow this pattern. For WNT-activated 

pathways, CME targets the receptor for degradation, and clathrin-independent 

endocytosis targets it for recycling (27). Recycling of ligand-free receptors to 

the membrane allows for the re-sensitization of these receptors to further 

signaling. Endocytosis is therefore intimately tied to cell signaling, and 

provides signaling circuits with feedback and feedforward loops that increase 

the flexibility of their response to external stimuli.  

Recent data has supported the notion that endosomes can serve as 

specialized signaling platforms (28). The small volume and surface area of 

endosomes favors receptor-ligand interactions, and thus sustained signaling. 

They also provide a microdomain that facilitates molecular functions that 

require two or more simultaneous, but relatively weak, interactions (29). 

Endosomes have a more acidic pH, and are enriched in certain proteins and 

lipids, such as phosphatidylinositol-3-phosphate (PtdIns(3)P) and the lipid-raft 
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adaptor protein p18, thus providing specific scaffolding surfaces on which 

unique signaling complexes can be assembled. Endosomes can quickly 

transport signals that originate at the plasma membrane via cytoskeletal 

motors. These observations indicate that endosomes represent a specialized 

environment, which the cell exploits in order to create unique signals that are 

not possible at the plasma membrane.  

 

1.1.3 Relevance of CME in Human Disease 

 

Because CME plays an important role in cell signaling, it is vital for 

many cell processes. Accordingly, deletions of any of the key molecules 

involved in CME, e.g. AP-2 or dynamin, result in embryonic lethality (30-32). 

Complete loss of endocytic function in disease is therefore not expected. 

Nevertheless, disruption of CME and its machinery has been reported in a 

myriad of diseases including cancer, neuropathies, myopathies, psychiatric 

and neurodegenerative diseases, and metabolic and genetic syndromes. 

The number of alterations in CME linked to cancers is relatively low; 

however, the available evidence does indicate that aberrant CME is involved 

in cancer. Translocations and fusions of genes encoding endocytic proteins 

with genes encoding kinases or transcription factors have been observed in 

lymphomas and leukemias (33, 34). However, it is not clear if the pathology 

results from the impairment of CME or from the impairment of the fusion 
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partners. Systematic analyses of cancer genomes, breast and renal cancers in 

particular, have also uncovered mutations in many of the proteins involved in 

CME (35, 36). With one exception (37), these mutations have not been 

biologically verified, and it is not known if these are driver mutations that are 

the direct cause the pathology, or if they are just passenger mutations. Only a 

few proteins involved in CME have been reported to have their expression 

levels altered in cancers. There is biological evidence that altered expression 

levels of HIP1 and Numb, which have been reported in colon, prostate, and 

breast cancers, might be causal in these cancers (38). Two types of EGFR 

mutations, those detected in kinase-inhibitor-resistant EGFRs (in lung 

cancers) (39), and those leading to the formation of the EGFRvIII mutant (in 

glioblastoma, lung, prostate and ovary) (61), seem to specifically affect the 

internalization of the receptor. Finally, aberrant internalization of integrin 

receptors has been linked to invasive cancers (40). 

Mutations, single nucleotide polymorphisms and altered expression of 

several genes encoding proteins involved in CME have been reported in 

patients with psychiatric disorders, such as bipolar disorder and schizophrenia 

(see (41) for a review), and neurodegenerative disorders, such as Alzheimer’s 

disease, but no direct links between the gene perturbations and disease onset 

or development have been established (42-44). Mutations in amphiphysin and 

dynamin have been reported in forms of myopathy, such as centronuclear 

myopathy, and neuropathy, such as Charcot–Marie–Tooth disease. The link 
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between these mutations, CME, and the development of these diseases 

remains unclear.  

CME is the most often observed pathway by which pathogens enter 

and infect cells (45). While some pathogens are internalized via constitutive 

CME (ex: dengue), many (ex: reovirus, VSV, Influenza A) are able to induce 

their own uptake by hijacking diverse signaling pathways. Taking an endocytic 

route to enter the cell provides some advantages for virus infection. By 

transporting inside vesicles, viruses can quickly reach the perinuclear area, 

which is particularly useful in big cells such as neurons. In addition, the 

specific environmental cues found in endocytic vesicles, i.e. lower pH and 

specific redox conditions, serve as cues for viruses to sense where they are 

and to time when to begin penetration and uncoating. Finally, the presence of 

specific proteases, such as cathepsins, provides the necessary proteolytic 

activation of certain viruses (46, 47). 

 

1.2 TEMPORAL REGULATION OF CME 

 

As I detailed above, CME requires the concerted action of many 

different types of proteins at very specific time points during the maturation of 

a pit. This very complex interaction of molecular complexes is critical to 

cellular homeostasis, and therefore deregulated in disease, and yet, it is often 

described as a random process. Contrary to this idea, much research over the 
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last decade has been pointing to the fact that this process is regulated.  

 

1.2.1 The Endocytic Checkpoint 

 

Not all nucleated CCPs result in an internalization event. Some CCPs 

disassemble before they can invaginate and scission from the plasma 

membrane. These abortive events were first detected as CCPs that disappear 

concurrently from TIRF and widefield fields of illumination (4). A second study 

described them to be dimmer and shorter lived than their productive 

counterparts (3). This study also noted that, unlike productive CCPs, abortive 

CCPs do not transiently recruit dynamin or show increased displacement 

before disappearance. It is also possible to distinguish between abortive and 

productive CCPs by using pH sensitive probes. And, more recently, ion 

conductance microscopy was used to measure the invagination of the 

membrane right before a scission event (48).  

Since productive CCPs tend to be longer lived, it is possible to 

distinguish between productive and abortive CCPs based on their lifetime. 

Recently, one study was able to statistically distinguish three populations 

within the lifetime histogram of all computationally tracked CCPs (4). In this 

same study, it was hypothesized that the decision to abort a CCP was under 

the active regulation of an endocytic checkpoint. The existence of a 

checkpoint in endocytosis was hypothesized based on: (1) the existence of 
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abortive and productive CCPs (3, 4), (2) the observation that CCPs containing 

cargo are more likely to be productive (3, 4), and (3) the observation that the 

effect of cargo load is limited by the availability of AP-2 (4). Besides cargo, 

dynamin was found to play a large role in this checkpoint. 

 

1.2.2 Dynamin and its role in the Checkpoint 

 

Originally isolated as a motor-like microtubule binding protein (49), 

dynamin was implicated in CME when a temperature sensitive mutant 

Drosophila (shibire) was found to accumulate invaginated CCPs at the plasma 

membrane (50). Dynamin is a 96 kDa multidomain GTPase that is composed 

of an N-terminal catalytic GTPase domain, a middle domain involved in 

assembly (51) and intracellular targeting (52), a pleckstrin homology (PH) 

domain that binds to PI(4,5)P2 and other phosphatidylinositol lipids (53), a 

GTPase effector domain (GED) required for self-assembly and assembly- 

stimulated GTPase activity (54), and a C-terminal PRD (proline/arginine-rich 

domain) that binds to several Src homology 3 domain (SH3)-containing 

proteins (55). Dynamin is an atypical GTPase that binds GTP with low affinity 

and hydrolyses GTP at a robust basal rate of ∼1 min−1 (56). Dynamin’s 

GTPase activity can be stimulated >100-fold upon self-assembly into helical 

arrays on lipid templates (57). Classical dynamins function in vesicle formation 

at the plasma membrane and at the trans-Golgi network (TGN).  
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It is thought that dynamin’s main role in CME is to scission CCPs. 

However, many studies support a second, early-acting, regulatory role for 

dynamin. The observation that the overexpression of hypomorphic dynamin 

mutants accelerate the early, rate-limiting steps of endocytosis first led to the 

suggestion that dynamin serves as a regulator of CME as opposed to a 

mechanoenzyme responsible for pinching off vesicles (54, 58, 59). Indeed, 

recruitment of dynamin to CCPs early during their lifetime has been shown by 

live cell fluorescence imaging (3, 60-62), and electron micrograph (EM) 

imaging (63, 64). Additionally, acute inhibition of dynamin by the small-

molecule inhibitor dynasore inhibits both early and late steps of CME (60). 

Dynamin has also been shown to directly influence the progression of a 

CCP through the checkpoint. SiRNA based reduction of dynamin2 reduces the 

rate of both CCV formation and the turnover of abortive CCP (4). 

Overexpression of dynamin1 wild-type has the opposite effect. Reintroduction 

of dynamin1(K694A) after dynamin2 siRNA also leads to an increased rate of 

abortive CCP turnover (4). This mutant is assembly impaired and therefore 

expected to increase the cytosolic pool of unassembled dynamin. 

Reintroduction of two other dynamin1 mutants, T141A, which is defective in 

basal GTP binding, or S61D, which is defective in basal GTP hydrolysis, after 

dynamin2 knock-down, reduces the rate of turnover of abortive CCPs (4). 

These mutants highlight that dynamin’s role in the checkpoint is dependent on 

its basal GTPase activity. Therefore, dynamin appears to regulate the 
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checkpoint in a GTPase dependent manner.  

Dynamin’s activity at the checkpoint might require GTPase-dependent 

interactions with its binding partners. Dynamin interacts with numerous SH3 

domain-containing proteins, whose other domains interact with coat proteins 

[e.g. amphiphysin (65) and sorting nexin 9 (SNX9) (53)], cargo molecules [e.g. 

Grb2 (growth-factor-receptor-bound protein 2), SNX9, and TTP (66)] and/or 

sense and generate membrane curvature (e.g. amphiphysin , endophilin, 

SNX9 and syndapin). In addition, dynamin has been shown to interact with 

auxilin and Hsc70, providing a possible mechanism by which dynamin 

signaling could lead to the disassembly of an abortive CCP. Some of these 

binding partners have been shown to influence dynamin’s self-assembly 

and/or GTPase activity upon binding (65-67), which provides a possible 

mechanism by which dynamin can integrate signals from various effectors, i.e. 

binding partners that affect its GTPase activity, to regulate the checkpoint in a 

GTPase dependent manner.  

 

1.3 SPATIAL ORGANIZATION OF CME AND SIGNALING RELEVANCE 

 

Endocytosis regulates signaling processes that are critical to polarized 

processes. Indeed endocytosis has been shown to play a vital role in cell 

migration. For example, knock-down of AP-2 in human fibroblasts reduced 

their migration in chemotaxis assays (68). Expression of a dominant-negative 
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variant of Eps15 in human lymphocytes does not affect cell polarization, but 

does inhibit migration. It is possible that the role that endocytosis plays in 

migration is simply to take membrane from the retracting edge to the 

protruding edge, where it is needed. Dictyostelium, for example, has been 

proposed to require cycles of endo- and exocytosis in order to sustain the 

large changes in membrane surface area required for its motion (69). 

Consistent with this idea, NSF (N- ethylmaleimide sensitive factor) protein in 

Dictyostelium is known to be essential for endocytosis and cell motility. It is 

also possible that disruption of receptor endocytosis leads to the delocalization 

of guidance signals generated by these receptors, and thus guided cell 

migration. This has been shown to be the case in the border cells of 

Drosophila Melanogaster, were disruption of receptor endocytosis, but not 

bulk receptor signaling, activity leads to aberrant receptor localization and 

severe migration defects upon stimulation (70). The cycling of endo- and 

exocytic membranes has also been postulated to support apical-basal polarity 

in epithelial cells (71), and the formation of polarized integral membrane 

protein distributions in general (72). In mammalian tumor cells and zebrafish 

primordial germinal cells, CME has been shown to be required for the 

localized activation Rac in response to motogenic stimuli (73). 

Because migration, and the signaling events that direct it, are polarized, 

the assumption is that endocytosis should itself be polarized. A handful of 

studies have attempted to elucidate the spatial regulation of CME in migrating 
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cells. In lymphocytes, CME is preferentially localized to the trailing edge 

pseudopod (74). In fibroblasts, transferrin, a marker of CME, is uniformly 

distributed on the cell surface, while cholera toxin, a marker for clathrin- and 

caveolin-independent endocytosis is localized to the cell rear, and caveolin is 

localized to the leading edge (75). In epithelial cells CCSs were found to be 

preferentially localized to the leading edge (61). It therefore seems that the 

polarization of CME in cell migration might be not only cell dependent, but also 

condition dependent. 

 

1.4 TOPICS DISCUSSED IN THIS DISSERTATION 

 

 CME is important for many cellular processes, e.g. uptake of nutrients, 

polarity, signaling, and migration. Therefore, it must be both temporally and 

spatially regulated. Because CME is crucial to cellular homeostasis and 

survival, any major disruption in this process is expected to results in 

embryonic lethality and would therefore not be observed in disease. Instead, 

subtle defects in the regulation of CME might be the cause of many of the 

diseases thought to involve CME. In this dissertation, we discuss aspects of 

both the temporal and spatial regulation of CME. 

CME is temporally regulated by the checkpoint. The available data 

suggests that the checkpoint ensures CCP fidelity by integrating signals that 

indicate the availability of cargo, accessory factors, and the correct numbers of 
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adaptors and clathrin. Dynamin’s basal GTPase activity is critical to the 

regulation of this checkpoint, and its modulation provides a plausible 

mechanism by which various CCP fidelity signals might be integrated. In order 

to study dynamin’s role in the checkpoint, we wanted to measure the dynamics 

of dynamin at CCPs during the early time stages of a CCPs lifetime, i.e. during 

the checkpoint. The best tool available to study protein dynamics in vivo is live 

cell fluorescence microcopy. Measuring dynamin dynamics by live cell 

fluorescence microscopy has been challenging due to the fact that dynamin 

acts transiently and in low numbers during the early stages of CCP maturation. 

In this dissertation we develop a method by which to count the number of 

dynamin that are transiently interacting with CCPs during the checkpoint. 

Using this method, we find that dynamin mutants, with impaired basal GTPase 

activity, are also deficient in forming the octamers observed to act during the 

checkpoint in wild type cells. 

In this dissertation we also discuss aspects of the spatial regulation of 

CME. While multiple studies have indicated that CME is required in spatially 

regulated processes, little is known about how this process is itself spatially 

regulated. The formation of CCPs at the plasma membrane has been reported 

to sometimes occur repeatedly at predefined sites. However, defining such 

CCP ‘hotspots’ structurally and mechanistically has been difficult due to the 

dynamic and heterogeneous nature of CCPs. Here, we explore the molecular 

requirements for hotspots using a global assay of CCP dynamics. We 
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distinguish two classes of accessory proteins in CME: nucleation factors and 

nucleation organizers. We find that hotspots are specialized cortical actin 

patches that organize CCP nucleations from within the cell by more efficient 

recruitment and/or retention of the resources required for CCP nucleation 

partially due to the action of nucleation organizers. Finally we find that CME is 

spatially polarized towards the leading edge of cells migrating to close a 

wound, while hotspots are polarized to the opposite edge. 
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CHAPTER 2: USING NUMBER & BRIGHTNESS ANALYSIS TO STUDY 

DYNAMIN’S ROLE IN THE ENDOCYTIC CHECKPOINT 

 

2.1 INTRODUCTION 

 

Many biological processes depend upon the localized and transient 

aggregation of molecular complexes in response to specific cues. Advances in 

fluorescent imaging of live cells have been instrumental in deciphering many 

aspects of these spatiotemporal processes. While most fluorescence imaging 

studies focus on measuring properties from average fluorescence 

measurements, it is also possible to extract much information from the 

fluctuations of the fluorescence signal, which contains biologically relevant 

fluctuations in addition to noise. This information includes aggregation state, 

reaction rates, transport characteristics, and stoichiometry. 

Statistical methods are essential to extract information from the 

fluctuation of a fluorescence signal. The most popular method for doing this 

was first described by Magde and colleagues, and termed Fluorescence 

Correlation Spectroscopy (FCS) (76). In FCS, one calculates the temporal 

autocorrelation of the fluorescence signal measured from a single illumination 

volume. The autocorrelation can then be fit using different analytical models of 

diffusion and/or chemical reactions of fluorescently labeled molecules (77, 78). 

While FCS has proven extremely powerful for characterizing dynamic 
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processes over time-scales from microseconds to seconds, this technique can 

only differentiate between particles by their diffusivities. Since diffusivity is 

proportional to the cubed root of the particle mass, FCS cannot differentiate 

between particles of similar molecular weights, e.g. it lacks the sensitivity to 

separate monomer-dimer equilibria (79). 

Instead of looking at the autocorrelation of the fluorescent signal, the 

Photon Counting Histogram (PCH) method extracts information from the 

distribution of photon counts, i.e. amplitudes, measured from a fluorescence 

source. This is accomplished by fitting the distribution of photon counts with a 

theoretical model in order to extract particle number and brightness 

parameters. Using this information, PCH is able to distinguish between 

molecular species by their brightness, and thus is much more sensitive to 

molecular aggregation differences (80, 81). This had been shown to work in 

vitro and in vivo, but remains computationally too slow to be applied to large 

microscopy images (82, 83). In addition, PCH assumes that the particles in the 

observation volume are stationary during the exposure interval, and is 

therefore restricted to sampling times that are short compared to the diffusion 

time of particles through the observation volume.  

Fluorescence Moment/Cumulant Analysis (FCA or FMA) was 

developed as a computationally less intensive and more flexible alternative to 

PCH. Instead of fitting a model to the histogram of photon counts, FMA 

calculates the moments or cumulants of this distribution. FMA was first 
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introduced to resolve heterogeneous mixtures of bio-molecules. These early 

studies showed that it was possible to extract the number and brightness of 

particles from a statistical analysis of the higher order moments of a 

distribution of photon counts measured in vitro (84-87). FMA was later 

expanded to include error analysis, therefore providing an estimate of 

goodness-of-fit for the fitted parameters (88). 

The Number and Brightness analysis (N&B) was developed as an 

extension of FMA analysis (89). This analysis was later extended to analog 

detectors, i.e. most charge-coupled device (CCD) cameras in the confocal 

microscopy field (90), and subsequently to analogue electron-multiplied 

charge-coupled devices (EMCCD) (91). In this last study, the use of N&B in 

the TIRF modality was also shown.  

CME is temporally regulated by a checkpoint that ensures CCP fidelity 

by integrating signals that indicate the availability of cargo, accessory factors, 

and the correct numbers of adaptors and clathrin. Dynamin’s basal GTPase 

activity is critical to the regulation of this checkpoint, and its modulation 

provides a plausible mechanism by which various CCP fidelity signals might 

be integrated (see Chapter 1 of this text). Dynamin acts in the checkpoint 

during the early stages of a CCPs lifetime. At these stages, dynamin acts 

transiently and in low numbers, which makes measuring its dynamics by 

traditional live cell fluorescence microscopy a challenging endeavor. For these 
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reasons, N&B is ideally suited to study the dynamics of dynamin at the 

endocytic checkpoint. 

 

2.2 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 

2.2.1 Definition of Number & Brightness 

 

We implemented a simple version of the N&B algorithm in Matlab. For 

each pixel of an input time lapse, the temporal variance and mean are 

calculated. The Brightness of a given pixel is then defined as the temporal 

variance divided by the temporal mean. The Number of particles at that pixel is 

defined as the temporal mean divided by the Brightness. For a given pixel, 

given a time series of ki intensities values with a total of K values,  
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The above equations need to be corrected when the time lapse 

sequence is obtained using a non-ideal detector, i.e. a CCD camera. These 

cameras add to the sequence a noise-free offset intensity (<k>0; ~2000 digital 

values for the camera used here) and electronic noise (σ0; with a standard 

deviation ~100 digital values; referred to as dark current) that need to be 

subtracted from the temporal mean and variance, respectively, in order to 
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calculate an unbiased Brightness value. These values can be estimated by 

recording a time lapse sequence with the camera shutter closed.  

The variance introduced by photon noise also needs to be subtracted 

from the total variance of a time lapse sequence. This is of particular 

importance when using an electron multiplied CCD (emCCD) camera. Due to 

the electron multiplication, a Poissonian photon detection process results in a 

variance that is much greater than the mean intensity produced by a steady 

illumination source. Assuming that out of focus light is relatively invariant, this 

value, S, can be estimated by measuring the variance and mean intensity for a 

region of interest not containing cells. The corrected Brightness and Number 

for a given pixel are defined as, 
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2.2.2 Testing N&B with simulations 

 

In order to test our N&B algorithm we computationally generated 

images of particles randomly diffusing in two dimensions. To simulate the 

point-spread function generated by fluorescent particles, a two-dimensional 

Gaussian distribution was superimposed on each particle position in every 

frame (Fig. 2.1 A). A constant offset of 2000 digital values and a Gaussian 

noise of 100 digital values where added to every frame in order to simulate the 

effects of camera offset and dark current. In order to simulate the noise 
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introduced by electron multiplication, we added to each image 

superPoissonian noise, the variance of which is equal to 100 times the mean 

intensity. We generated time lapse sequences of randomly diffusing particles 

and varied the amplitude of the particles for each sequence. When we 

calculate N&B values for these sequences, we find that the mean Brightness 

is equal to one half of the amplitude of the Gaussian used for that simulation 

(Fig 2.1 B). This factor of one half is given by the volume integral of a two-

dimensional Gaussian distribution (80, 88, 91). The measured Number, on the 

other hand, does not change (Fig 2.1 C). From these results we conclude that 

our implementation of the N&B analysis does in fact allow us to measure 

changes in particle Brightness and Number for simulated data. 

Using this simulation to generate synthetic data allowed us to 

systematically test the factors that might introduce error in N&B 

measurements. We began our error analysis by testing the effect that varying 

simulation parameters might have on the Brightness measured by N&B. When 

we vary the density of particles in our simulations, we find that we recover the 

expected Brightness value unless the density falls below a value of ~0.1 

molecule per squared pixel (Fig 2.2 A). This reflects the fact that at lower 

densities a given pixel is not sampling particle fluctuations for a large fraction 

of the time lapse. We found that we were able to recover the correct 

Brightness value with time lapses longer than 20 frames (Fig. 2.2 B), which is 

in line with previous results (89). Also, frame sizes greater than 400 squared 
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pixels, i.e. 20 by 20 pixels, were enough recover the correct Brightness value 

(Fig 2.2 C). When we vary the particle diffusivity, we find that the correct 

Brightness value is recovered above diffusivities of 1 squared pixel per frame 

(Fig 2.2 D). Below this value, the time series at each pixel starts becoming 

more static, and fails to sample enough particle number fluctuations. At higher 

diffusivities, our simulation no longer reflects reality since we superimpose 

Gaussian distributions of equal height on each particle position, i.e. we 

simulate particles to be static during the exposure of each frame. To test the 

Brightness obtained at higher particle diffusivities, we simulated particles that 

could move during the exposure time. To do this we split each frame into 10 

sub-frames. For each sub-frame, we superimposed a Gaussian function with 

one tenth of the particle amplitude, and then summed ten of the sub-frames to 

create a single frame. This resulted in particles that could form streaks if they 

moved fast enough. For diffusivities over 1 squared particle per frame, we find 

that we start underestimating the Brightness (Fig 2.2 E), which is due to the 

reduced particle amplitudes resulting from this streaking effect. For further 

simulations we chose a density of 1 particle per squared pixel, a diffusivity of 1 

squared pixel per frame, simulation length of 100 frames, and a frame size of 

50 squared pixels. These parameters offered a good compromise between 

simulation speed and accuracy. 

Live-cell imaging presents unique challenges not found in simpler 

systems, e.g. image noise and background fluorescence. We therefore used 
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simulations to understand how these factors might introduce error in our N&B 

measurements. Increasing the background in our synthetic data led to a 

predictable decrease in the measured Brightness (Fig 2.3 A); adding 

background simply adds to the denominator in our calculation of the 

Brightness. We also tested the effect of added noise, which we increased by 

increasing the variance produced by a given average intensity, i.e. increasing 

the factor S. Doing so did not change our measured Brightness value much for 

any reasonable ratio of variance to average intensity (Fig 2.3 B); this ratio is 

typically on the order of 100 in our data.  

 

2.2.3 Testing N&B in vivo 

 

Having established the sources of error in our N&B measurements, we 

decided to test our ability to measure N&B for particles of varying brightness in 

vivo. CME is complicated and non-stationary, therefore we chose to begin with 

a system more similar to our simulations. We made tandem molecules 

consisting of a varying number of EGFP monomers. Each EGFP monomer 

included an A206K mutation, which is the most monomeric version of EGFP, 

and each EGFP tandem included a GAP domain, a lipidation sequence from 

the GAP40 protein. These membrane-bound EGFP tandems were transfected 

into RPE cells, and subsequently imaged at frame rates that allowed us to 

sample fluctuations in the number of molecules occupying a given pixel (Fig. 
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2.4 A). For each cell, we chose a region of interest away from the cell edge, 

and calculated the mean N&B values for the pixels within this region (Fig 2.4 

B). For tandems of one, two, and four EGFP molecules (Fig 2.4 C, D), we 

obtained average Brightness values of ~100, ~120, and ~140 (Fig 2.4 E). We 

obtain similar values for tandems of one, two, and four EGFP molecules 

connected by a shorter linker (data not shown), suggesting that the obtained 

Brightness is not sensitive to linker sequence, or to the spacing between 

EGFP molecules. These results show that our N&B measurements at these 

imaging conditions are capable of distinguishing changes in molecular 

brightness with single molecule sensitivity. 

In order to compare our in vivo calibration experiments with our 

simulations, we decided to measure the EGFP intensity quantum by the more 

widely used step photobleaching method (6). We added purified EGFP and 

red fluorescent beads in PBS to our imaging chambers. We imaged EGFPs 

stuck to the coverslip under the same experimental and imaging conditions 

used to image live cells (Fig 2.5 A). We developed an algorithm to localize the 

EGFP, measure their intensity in each frame of the time lapse, and 

subsequently find the time point at which these EGFP traces bleach down to 

background intensities (Fig. 2.5 B). We then fit a mixture of Gaussian modes 

to the histogram of photobleaching step amplitudes (Fig 2.5 C). Typically, we 

found two significant modes, the first with a mean of 2500 digital values, while 

the second with a mean of 5000; this second mode is presumably due to two 
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EGFP monomers photobleaching simultaneously in the same PSF volume. 

From our simulations we learned that the error free Brightness value should 

equal one half the amplitude of a particle’s PSF. We would therefore expect a 

Brightness of 1250 digital values for a PSF amplitude of 2500 digital values. 

Therefore, the EGFP quantum we measure from step photobleaching does not 

match the one measured by N&B. 

The chemical environment of EGFPs inside the cell differs substantially 

from the one of EGFPs absorbed on a coverslip. This may in part explain the 

differences between the N&B and photobleaching analyses. We therefore 

measured single membrane-bound EGFP molecules inside living cells by 

single particle tracking (Fig. 2.5 D). In order to accomplish this, we had to use 

more laser power than for our N&B measurements. We repeated the step 

photobleaching experiments at this laser power and measured an EGFP 

intensity quantum of 6000 digital values (Fig. 2.5 E). At these same imaging 

conditions, we imaged cells transfected with 1xEGFP-GAP that expressed this 

molecule at very low expression levels. Using previously described algorithms, 

we were able to detect and track single EGFPs diffusing in two dimensions 

throughout the membrane (92). We chose tracks that were longer than four 

frames in duration and had no gaps, i.e. frames within the track where the 

particle was not detected. Detection amplitudes in each frame for each track 

were concatenated. The resulting histogram was fit with a mixture of Gaussian 

modes. We again find two modes (Fig. 2.5 F). The smaller and brighter 
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population probably represents the interaction or co-localization of two EGFP 

molecules in the same pixel. Thus the first mode represents the amplitude of 

single membrane bound EGFP. We find that the intensity of an EGFP 

molecule proximal to the inner leaflet of the plasma membrane is 5000 digital 

values under the same illumination conditions for which we find that the 

intensity of an EGFP molecule adsorbed onto the coverslip is 6000 digital 

values. This difference makes sense given that the membrane lies further into 

the decaying illumination field produced by TIRF imaging. Based on this result 

we decided to correct our step photobleaching measured EGFP quanta by a 

factor of 5/6. 

The difference we find between in vitro and in vivo measurements do 

not fully account for the observed error in our N&B measurements. From our 

simulations, we learned that background fluorescence leads to an 

underestimation of the true Brightness. We therefore made use of both our 

step photobleaching calibration and our simulations in order to fit the 

background fluorescence that might be contributing to the error observed in 

our in vivo N&B measurements. We simulated the two-dimensional diffusion of 

particles with amplitude of ~2500 digital levels. Because of the difference 

found between GFP intensities inside and outside the cell, we used an 

amplitude equal to 5/6 of the unit step measured by photobleaching at the 

same imaging conditions used for our in vivo N&B data acquisition. We find 

that the temporal variance of the simulated time lapses can be well 
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approximated by the temporal mean multiplied by the particle amplitude and 

divided by 4π (Fig 2.6 A). Applying this approach we are able to recover the 

1250 Brightness value expected for a GFP quantum intensity of 2500. (Fig 2.6 

B) On average we find that the background digital is not too far from the 

background fluorescence found on average in regions of our data that do not 

contain cells (Fig 2.6 C). The average particle densities we measure are below 

0.1 particles per squared pixel (Fig 2.7 D), which, as we learned from our 

simulations, might lead to some error in the estimation of the Brightness. 

 

2.2.4 N&B analysis of dynamin2 at CCPs 

 

Having calibrated our N&B measurements, we applied N&B to study the 

recruitment of dynamin2 to maturing CCPs. We first used retroviral infection to 

make stable cell lines overexpressing dynamin2-EGFP. We made three cell 

lines: one overexpressing the wild-type version of dynamin2; a second 

overexpressing a S61D mutant of dynamin2, which is defective in basal GTP 

hydrolysis; and a third overexpressing a T141A mutant of dynamin2, which is 

defective in basal GTP binding. To get rid of unlabeled dynamin2 in our 

overexpressed cell lines before imaging them, we knocked down by siRNA the 

endogenous fraction to ~10%. Western blotting showed that the total levels of 

dynamin2 remaining after knockdown in the over expressed cell-lines were 

about two-fold the total amount of endogenous dynamin2 in wild-type RPE 
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cells (Fig. 2.8 A). This means that, after knockdown, 95% of the dynamin2 in 

these cell lines is labeled, and therefore can be measured by N&B. 

Having mostly replaced unlabeled endogenous dynamin2 by a labeled 

version in our cells, we next wanted to measure the time scale in which 

dynamin dynamics occur. To do this we performed Fluorescence Recovery 

After Photobleaching (FRAP) experiments on dynamin punctua (Fig. 2.7 A and 

B), which are not necessarily CCPs. We find that the time it takes for dynamin 

fluorescence to recover to half its maximum steady state value is ~2-5 

seconds (Fig. 2.7 C). Imaging at 100 ms framerates for 10 seconds therefore 

is an appropriate acquisition scheme to measure dynamin dynamics by N&B.  

For our N&B experiments, we imaged both TagRFP-T-Clathrin light-

chain alpha (CLCa) and dynamin2-EGFP in our cell lines at frame rates of 2 

seconds. This allowed us to detect and track CCPs dynamics for a period of 8 

minutes. We chose to analyze only CCPs that recruited significant amounts of 

dynamin2, and plotted the average cohort intensities of both the dynamin2 and 

CLCa channels as a function of time (Fig 2.8 B). We have insufficient data to 

distinguish between the recruitment of wild-type dynamin2 and the mutants, as 

illustrated by the large error bars of each dynamin trace. At the midpoint of 

each of these 8-minute acquisitions, we also recorded a time lapse at 100 

millisecond frame rates, for a total of 100 frames, of just the dynamin-EGFP 

channel. This allowed us to measure the recruitment of dynamin2 to CCPs 

with N&B. For this analysis, we chose only CCPs that were younger than half 
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their lifetime during N&B acquisition. We calculated the Brightness for each of 

these CCPs using the first 35 frames of the fast acquisitions because the 

traces could not be assumed to be stationary for longer than ~3.5 seconds. 

We found that the Brightness of dynamin2 wild type that fluctuates at CCPs 

during the early stages of maturation was ~8 times that of the Brightness of a 

membrane-bound EGFP monomer (Fig 2.8 C). This indicates that dynamin2 is 

aggregated into octamers that bind and unbind from CCPs at the early stages 

of pit maturation. For the mutants, we measure a Brightness that is ~2 times 

that of the Brightness of a membrane-bound EGFP monomer, which suggests 

these can’t form the tetramers typically found in the cell cytosol (93).    

 

2.3 CONCLUSION 

 

N&B has been used in the past to look at the relative number of 

molecules in aggregates. Here we show that, while it is possible to measure 

relative brightness of molecules by N&B, the presence of background 

fluorescence will lead to an underestimation of this quantity, and a 

corresponding overestimation of their number. By estimating the brightness 

quantum of a monomer fluorescent particle using other means, such as step 

photobleaching, it is possible to estimate the background fluorescence and 

subsequently correct the values provided by N&B. Once the background is 
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corrected for, N&B can measure the absolute number and brightness of 

particles with more sensitivity than traditional single particle measurements. 

The utility of these methods is illustrated by their application to the 

recruitment of dynamin to CCPs. N&B allows us to measure fluctuations 

around the background intensity with more sensitivity than other methods, e.g. 

single particle tracking. While some studies have indicated that dynamin might 

play a regulating role in the early stages of CCP maturation, it has only been 

observed to ‘flicker’ by fluorescence imaging, i.e. the number of dynamin 

particles is so low that it becomes hard to distinguish from noise. It is exactly 

for this type of data that N&B becomes useful. Using N&B, we measure a 

higher Brightness for dynamin2 wild type than for the two hypomorphs T141A 

and S61D, which are defective in basal GTPase binding and hydrolysis 

respectively. A higher Brightness value indicates that larger aggregates are 

diffusing in and out of the illumination volume. In the case of a CCP, this 

means that higher aggregates are binding and unbinding from the CCP. Here 

we assume that the whole CCP is not moving perpendicular to the membrane 

within the TIRF illumination field. If this were the case, the total numbers of 

dynamins on the CCP would contribute to the observed fluctuations, and we 

would not be able to distinguish between larger dynamin aggregates 

assembling unto CCPs and more dynamin aggregates of the same size 

assembling unto CCPs. A higher Brightness could also result from a GTPase-
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dependent binding preference, i.e. wild-type dynamin could be binding closer 

to the neck bud in a GTPase dependent manner.  

By normalizing the Brightness of dynamin at the early stages of CCP 

maturation to that of membrane-bound EGFP monomers, we find that dynamin 

binds and unbinds from CCPs as octamers. Dynamin forms tetramers in the 

cell cytosol (93), which means that an assembly of two tetramers needs to 

form in order for dynamin2 to be active at the checkpoint. The dynamin2 

mutants studied here, on the other hand, are assembly deficient and cannot 

form tetramers in solution. This deficiency might underlie their malfunction in 

the checkpoint. 

     

2.4 MATERIALS AND METHODS 

 

2.4.1 Cell culture, transfection, and reagents 

 

Human retinal pigment epithelium (RPE) cells (kindly provided by Dr. 

Sandra L. Schmid, University of Texas Southwestern Medical Center) were 

grown under 5% CO2 at 37◦C in DMEM/F12 (Corning) supplemented with 15 

mM HEPES, 66 µg/mL penicillin, L-glutamine, 10% (v/v) fetal bovine serum 

(FBS; Hyclone). Cells were transfected by adding 250 µL of transfection mix 

(made according to manufacturer instructions using 250 µL of Opti-Mem 

(Gibco, 31985-088), 3.33 µL of Mirus LT-1 (#MIR2300) transfection reagent, 1 
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µg of pBluescript plasmid, and 0.1 µg of EGFP-GAP plasmid) to cells in 2 mL 

of regular medium in one well of a 6-well plate. Purified EGFP was a kind gift 

from Sam Reck-Peterson (Harvard Medical School). 

 

2.4.2 Plasmids 

 

GAP was cloned from a GAP-EGFP construct (kind gift from Horwitz 

lab, UVA). Vector containing GAP, and a variable number of EGFP molecules 

in tandem is digested with XhoI and XbaI. Insert is digested with SalI and 

XbaI, which can ligate with the vector because SalI and XhoI have the same 

sticky ends. Ligation product is then transformed into bacteria. Clones are 

selected by digesting with SalI and XbaI, and checking the dropout size by gel 

electrophoresis.  

GFP(A206K) was amplified, cut with XhoI and ClaI, and pasted 

into pMIEG3-HA-hDyn2-T141A (kind gift by Schmid lab, UT Southwestern). 

Plasmid was then digested with EcoRI and NotI to replace HA-hDyn2-T141A 

with various human dynamin (hDyn2ba) constructs: wild-type, T141A, S61D. 

Each construct is fused to a HA-tag at N-terminus and a GFP(A206K) at the 

C-terminus.  

 

2.4. 3 Imaging and Image analysis 
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Cells were seeded on coverslips previously acid washed, ethanol 

washed, and incubated with fibronectin for an hour at 37 C. Coverslips were 

placed cells facing down on top of glass slides, with two strips of double sided 

sticky tape used as spacers. Imaging medium (DMEM/F12 without phenol red, 

2.5% v/v FBS, and 20 mM HEPES) was added to the cells, and the imaging 

chambers were sealed using VALAP (1:1:1 of Vaseline, lanolin, and paraffin).  

Cells were imaged on a Nikon Ti-E motorized inverted microscope 

equipped with an Plan Apo 100x objective (NA 1.49), enclosure heated to 

37C, Perfect Focus System, Nikon motorized TIRF illuminator, Spectral 

Applied Research laser merge module with AOTF, 491nm (50mW) and 561nm 

(50 mW) excitation lasers, Hamamatsu ImagEM C-9100-13 EM-CCD camera, 

Prior Proscan III linear-encoded motorized stage, filter wheels and shutters,  

and MetaMorph image acquisition software. N&B data was acquired at 100 ms 

exposure times and frame rates, using either 50 or 100 percent of the laser 

power. The EM CCD camera used was set at full gain, and 11 MHz readout 

speeds. We used the same camera parameters for the 8-minute long movies 

taken at 2-second frame rates.   

 Custom-written software for single-particle detection and tracking was 

used to compute the trajectories of all spots visible in TIRFM. Detection of all 

diffraction-limited spots was accomplished by fitting Gaussian distributions (in 

preparation). The tracking algorithm, previously described in detail (92), 

incorporates a gap-closing scheme, which links partial trajectories resulting 
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from the unstable EGFP signal. 

 

2.4.4 Simulations 

 

Particle positions were initiated at random, and updated for each 

subsequent frame according to a random variable drawn from a zero mean 

Gaussian distribution with a standard deviation of sqrt(2*D) for each 

dimension. A point-spread function, approximated by a two dimensional 

Gaussian distribution, was superimposed on the positions of each particle in 

each frame. SuperPoissonian noise was added to the resulting images. A 

constant offset intensity of 2000 digital values and Gaussian noise with a 

standard deviation of 100 digital values were added to the resulting image 

series. 

 

2.4.5 Photobleaching Step Calculation 

 

 For a given time lapse sequence of purified EGFP monomers absorbed 

unto a coverslip, EGFP positions were identified by detecting positive signals 

in the first frame of the image. 2-D Gaussians were then fitted at these 

positions for each subsequent frame. The time series of the resulting 

amplitudes was fitted with a step function at each time point. The step location 

that resulted in the lowest residuals was chosen. A chi-squared goodness-of-fit 
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was used to determine how well a step function fits the time series. An f-test 

between the residuals and the pseudo-residuals was used to determine the 

goodness-of-fit in a locally adaptive manner; this allowed us to rule out traces 

with multiple steps. Steps that returned a probability of less than 0.05 for the 

validity of the null hypothesis were taken as true steps.     
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2.5 FIGURES
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Figure 2.1: Simulated particles used to test N&B algorithm 
(A) We simulated particles at a density of 1 particle/pixel^2 diffusing randomly in 2D at 
1pixels^2/second. We generated a total of 100 frames, 50x50 pixels in size. A 2-D Gaussian 
distribution was superimposed on each particle in each frame. Background Gaussian noise 
(2000±100 d.v.) and superPoissoninan noise (S = 100) were added to each frame. Particle 
amplitudes were varied from 1000 d.v. to 9000 d.v. (B) Brightness and (C) Number were 
calculated for each time lapse.  
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Figure 2.2: Simulation parameters affect the measured Brightness 
We simulated particles at a density of 1 particle/pixel^2 diffusing randomly in 2D at 
1pixels^2/second. We generated a total of 100 frames, 50x50 pixels in size. Background 
Gaussian noise (2000±100 d.v.) and superPoissoninan noise (S = 100) were added to each 
frame. Deviations from the expected Brightness are plotted for simulations of varying (A) 
particle density, (B) numbers of frames, (C) frame sizes, and (D, E) diffusivities.
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Figure 2.3: Background intensity leads to an underestimation of the measured 
Brightness 
We simulated particles at a density of 1 particle/pixel^2 diffusing randomly in 2D at 
1pixels^2/second. We generated a total of 100 frames, 50x50 pixels in size. Background 
Gaussian noise (2000±100 d.v.) and superPoissoninan noise (S = 100) were added to each 
frame. Deviations from the expected Brightness are plotted for simulations of varying (A) 
background intensity and (B) S.
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Figure 2.4: Measuring N&B for GFP tandems in vivo 
(A) Example image of cell expressing 1xEGFP-GAP, for which a time lapse was recorded. (B) 
Corresponding Brightness. (C) Western blotted with anti-EGFP for tandems of increasing 
number of EGFP monomers. (D) Example histograms of Brightness calculated for each pixel 
from 3 independent cells. The combined histogram of the calculated Brightness for all pixels in 
the three cells in shown in black. (E) Distributions of the mean Brightness calculated for each 
cell transfected with 1xEGFP-GAP, 2xEGFP-GAP, or 4xEGFP-GAP. Red bar, median; blue 
box, range between 25th and 75th percentiles; whiskers, range of data classified as inliers to 
the distribution.
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Figure 2.5: EGFP intensity quantum measured by step photobleaching and single 
particle tracking 
(A) Example image of purified EGFP imaged while absorbed to a coverslip. Red square 
indicates analyzed area. (B) Example photobleaching step and fit. (C) Histogram of step 
photobleaching amplitudes and Gaussian mixture model fit at 50 percent laser power. Overall 
fit is in red, individual modes in green. (D) Example of single 1xEGFP-GAP expressed in vivo. 
(E) Histogram of step photobleaching amplitudes and Gaussian mixture model fit at 100 
percent laser power. (F) Histogram of single molecule amplitudes and Gaussian mixture 
model fit at 100 percent laser power. 
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Figure 2.6: N&B of EGFP tandems can be corrected by fitting the background intensity 
using simulations 
(A) Plot of simulation variance as a function of mean intensity for simulations of increasing 
particle densities. Distributions of the (B) mean corrected Brightness, (C) background 
intensity, and (D) particle density calculated for each cell transfected with 1xEGFP-GAP, 
2xEGFP-GAP, or 4xEGFP-GAP. Red bar, median; blue box, range between 25th and 75th 
percentiles; whiskers, range of data classified as inliers to the distribution. 
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Figure 2.7: Dynamin FRAP 
(A) Example of FRAP of a dynamin punctua. Photobleaching occurs in frame 5. (B) Example 
FRAP curve and fit. (C) Distribution of the time taken for fluorescence to recover to half its 
steady state value after FRAP (n = 30). Red bar, median; blue box, range between 25th and 
75th percentiles; whiskers, range of data classified as inliers to the distribution. 
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Figure 2.8: N&B of Dynamin and mutants 
(A) Western Blot used to quantify level of endogenous dynamin 2 replacement by EGFP 
tagged WT dynamin and mutants (dynamin2 T141A and S61D). (B) Average cohort intensity 
of TagRFP-T-Cla (red) and Dynamin2-EGFP (green) for dynamin2 WT (top), S61D (middle), 
and T141A (bottom). (C) Distribution of Brightness measured at CCPs for WT (n = 28 CCPs), 
S61D (n = 30 CCPs), and T141A (n  = 27 CCPs) 	  
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CHAPTER 3: HOTSPOTS ORGANIZE CLATHRIN-MEDIATED 

ENDOCYTOSIS BY EFFICIENT RECRUITMENT AND RETENTION OF 

NUCLEATING RESOURCES (TRAFFIC, 2011) 

 

3.1 INTRODUCTION 

 

Clathrin-mediated endocytosis (CME) constitutes the major route for 

selective cargo internalization in higher eukaryotes, and as such is also central 

to cellular homeostasis. In CME, clathrin-coated pits (CCPs) are nucleated at 

the plasma membrane by the recruitment of clathrin to adaptor proteins (e.g. 

AP-2), which bind to trans-membrane receptors and phosphoinositide-4,5-

biphosphate (PIP2). CCP maturation then proceeds with progressive clathrin 

polymerization, CCP invagination, and, finally, membrane scission leading to 

internalization of clathrin-coated vesicles (CCVs) (1, 94, 95).  

  In neuronal cells, endocytosis is coordinated with synaptic vesicle 

exocytosis at specialized sites, termed active zones. Active zones are defined 

by a proteinaceous cytomatrix, whose assembly is mediated by multi-domain 

scaffolding proteins (96-98); endocytic nucleations are concentrated at actin-

rich patches adjacent to these sites allowing the rapid recycling of synaptic 

vesicle components required for fast and repetitive neurotransmission (99). 

In non-neuronal cells, less is known about the degree and significance 

of CCP organization at the membrane, and it is unclear which molecular 
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factors might be implicated in spatially regulating CCP formation at specialized 

sites. Several studies have observed multiple sequential CCP nucleations at 

the same location, which were termed hotspots (100-103). One of these 

studies proposed that hotspots correspond to endocytic platforms at the 

plasma membrane, that are interconnected and positioned by the actin 

network, and that recruit and retain adaptor proteins and other coat 

components (100). Another study rejected the existence of preferred, 

structurally-defined nucleation sites, and instead proposed that the observed 

clustering of CCP nucleations was more consistent with ‘active’ patches of 

random nucleation resulting from the compartmentalization of the plasma 

membrane (101).  

While the spatial distribution of CCPs at the plasma membrane can be 

directly studied using fluorescently labeled coat components and live-cell 

imaging, the interpretation of the data has been complicated by the 

heterogeneity in dynamics and size of individual CCPs, as well as differences 

between cell types (101, 104, 105). Furthermore, interpreting the correlation of 

CCP nucleation sites is complicated by the fact that two CCPs could nucleate 

at the same site purely by coincidence. Thus, a systematic and quantitative 

investigation of CCP nucleation site clustering requires (a) a complete and 

global analysis of all nucleation events, and (b) use of robust statistical 

methods for spatial analysis combined with a large data sample. To 

accomplish this, we make use here of our automated detection and tracking 
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assay (104, 106) allowing us to measure the dynamics and spatial distribution 

of all CCPs visible in total internal reflection fluorescence microscopy (TIR-

FM), yielding a high-resolution analysis of the spatial and temporal distribution 

of CCP nucleation sites. 

 

3.2 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 

3.2.1 Nucleation events are partially organized into hotspots 

 

We imaged CCP dynamics using TIR-FM in live BSC1 cells expressing 

clathrin-light-chain-a conjugated to EGFP (EGFP-CLCa) (104). Figure 3.1A 

shows an example of a single frame from a representative time-lapse TIR-FM 

image sequence with all detected CCPs overlaid. BSC1 cells have been 

reported to be practically devoid of clathrin-coated plaques and non-terminal 

events (102). Therefore, all CCP nucleation events should have a single 

corresponding termination event. In order to correctly identify the sites and 

time points of CCP nucleation, accurate tracking of all CCPs is particularly 

important. The 'breaking' of CCP trajectories into partial sub-trajectories, for 

example, would lead to erroneous multiplication of nucleation events at the 

same site, and this type of artifact could by itself generate apparent hotspots. 

We used the particle tracking approach introduced in (106), which 

distinguishes on a probabilistic basis between the short-term disappearance 
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and reappearance of the same particle, and the bona fide formation of a new 

particle at the location of a distinct earlier particle. We extracted from TIR-FM 

sequences uninterrupted CCP trajectories, even for low contrast, i.e. small 

CCPs. We first analyzed trajectories from BSC1 cells expressing EGFP-CLCa 

(n = 113 cells; 2859±1410 CCP trajectories per cell). We excluded CCP 

trajectories with lifetimes under 8 s, since the very short-lived trajectories are 

more strongly affected by false-positive detection events and are also least 

likely to represent true maturing CCPs (104). This selection yielded an 

average of 1810±890 usable CCP tracks per cell.    

To assay the spatial distribution of nucleation sites, we projected all 

nucleation sites onto the footprint of the cell (Fig. 3.1B). It should be noted that 

if we randomly re-arrange the same number of nucleation events on the same 

footprint, some points will appear clustered just by chance (see Fig. 3.1C). 

Thus, statistical methods are necessary to accurately distinguish between 

apparent clustering in a random distribution and significant 'real' clustering of 

points. To accomplish this we used the pair correlation function (107, 108), 

which measures the expected density of neighboring points as a function of 

distance from a given point of the distribution. For a spatially random 

distribution of points, the pair correlation function is constant at all distances 

and equal to the average density of points. Therefore, we normalized the pair 

correlation function of projected nucleation sites by the average density. 

Accordingly, function values greater than 1 indicate the tendency of nucleation 
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sites to cluster at a certain distance. The magnitude of the pair correlation 

function defines how many more CCPs nucleate at this distance than 

expected from a random distribution of the same density of CCPs. Conversely, 

values less than 1 indicate how many fewer CCPs nucleate at this distance, 

i.e. how strong the mutual exclusion of nucleation events would be.  

When we calculated the pair correlation function of projected nucleation 

events for control conditions we found values significantly greater than 1 for 

the distance range from 0 to 200 nm (Fig. 3.1D). This showed that a 

substantial number of nucleation events were succeeded within the 10-minute 

duration of our movies by at least one nucleation event located within a radius 

of 200 nm. Similar degrees of clustering were also observed in HeLa and NIH 

3T3 cells (data not shown). Figure 3.1D displays the median of the individual 

pair correlation functions of 113 BSC1 cells. As expected, when we 

randomized the location of nucleation events within the footprint of each cell, 

the resulting median pair correlation function had a constant value of 1 (Fig. 

3.1D). This confirmed that our data pool was large enough to identify the 

tendency of nucleation sites to tightly cluster.  

To investigate whether this clustering depended on our choice of movie 

length, we measured the pair correlation for different observation periods. To 

do so, we re-analyzed the same data set by taking into account only CCP 

nucleations occurring within a given time frame (see Methods). We found that 

the maximum of the pair correlation function varied, but was significantly 
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greater than 1, for all observation windows (Fig 1E). This suggests that CCP 

nucleations cluster over intervals as short as 30 s and over minutes.  

  

3.2.2 Computer simulations confirm the existence of a CCP population 

nucleated at hotspots 

 

To deduce the type of nucleation processes that might lead to the 

observed clustering of CCPs, we simulated the pair correlation functions of 

three nucleation configurations: 1) nucleation events that occur randomly at 

the membrane; 2) nucleation events that occur randomly within randomly 

dispersed circular active areas, i.e., CCPs would preferentially form in 

delimited membrane domains; and 3) nucleation events that occur within 

active areas, i.e. hotspots, where the probability of occurrence decays with 

distance from the center of the active area following a Gaussian bell curve. We 

obtained the best fit to the experimentally measured pair correlation by 

combining models 1) and 3) (Fig. 3.2A). In this configuration, the average 

number of nucleation repeats per hotspot and the ratio between nucleation 

events inside hotspots versus outside hotspots are strongly correlated, i.e., the 

simulation does not allow us to distinguish between the scenario where few 

hotspots induce nucleation repeats at a very high frequency or the scenario 

where more hotspots induce nucleation repeats at a more moderate 

frequency. It does, however, allow us to uniquely determine the radius of 
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hotspots. Our analysis revealed that the locations of CCP nucleation events 

were distributed normally around hotspot locations with a full width at half 

maximum diameter of 268 nm. Interestingly, the best-fit diameter was reduced 

to 212 nm for data sampled at 400 ms intervals. We interpret this finding as an 

indication that CCP nucleation in hotspots is highly localized – below the 212 

nm we can measure at fast frame-rates – and that the apparent positional jitter 

of nucleation events at slower sampling results from the diffusion of nascent 

CCPs over the time interval between formation and the acquisition of the 

subsequent image. 

A previous study used a different model to fit their data, and proposed 

that the observed spatial distribution of nucleation sites is the result of random 

nucleation within endocytically active compartments of the plasma membrane 

that are 400 nm in diameter and whose centroids are separated by at least 

400 nm (101). When we implemented this type of spatial model, we found that 

this diameter is too large to match our data (Fig. 3.2B), as evidenced by the 

fact that this model does not accurately reproduce the shape of the pair 

correlation at radii of about 200 nm. The difference in our results to this 

previous analysis likely originates in the faster sampling of our data, which 

leads to a more accurate localization of nucleation events. 

 

3.2.3 Temporal characteristics of CCP nucleations at hotspots 
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The change in the peak of the pair correlation we observe with varying 

observation windows (Fig. 3.1E) contains information about the temporal 

relation between CCP nucleation events in any given hotspot. If nucleation 

events are temporally independent, the magnitude of the pair correlation 

function will be independent of the observation window, as shown in Fig. 3.2C. 

In contrast, our experimental data showed a strong increase in the magnitude 

of the pair correlation maximum as the duration of the observation window 

increased from 40 s to 160 s (Fig. 3.1E). This indicated that nucleations at 

hotspots are temporally coupled. We were able to simulate this rise in the 

magnitude by imposing an exclusion period of 160 s between subsequent 

nucleations at hotspots (Fig. 3.2D).  

For observation windows longer than 160 s our data showed a slight 

decrease in the magnitude of the pair correlation for small radii (Fig. 3.1E). 

This behavior indicates a gradual loss of clustering, either because of a 

continuous turnover of hotspot sites, or because of cell movements. We favor 

the former interpretation because cell movement during our ten-minute 

acquisitions is minimal. Our model reproduced the observed decay in the pair 

correlation by enforcing turnover of hotspots after 160 s (Fig. 3.2E).  

 

3.2.4 CCPs inside and outside hotspots have the same maturation kinetics 
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Hotspots were defined as groups of repeated nucleation events within a 

circular area of radius 164 nm as determined by the decay of the pair 

correlation function (Fig. 3.3A, see Methods). We found that 53% ±12% (n = 

113 cells) of CCP nucleations in a cell occurred in hotspots, which is 

significantly higher (p < 0.001) than the fraction of coincidental nucleations 

within the same circular area for a spatially random population (41% ± 8%). To 

further validate the identification of hotspots we recalculated the pair 

correlation of all nucleation events relative to hotspots, rather than to other 

nucleation events, and found an eight-fold increase (Fig. 3.3B). This confirmed 

the high degree of clustering of CCP nucleation events around these hotspots. 

In previous work, we decomposed the CCP population into early and 

late abortive, and productive CCPs based on lifetimes (104). We 

independently subjected the CCP subpopulations inside and outside hotspots 

to this decomposition analysis and found no significant difference in either 

their relative contributions or lifetimes (Fig. 3.3C). From this we conclude that 

nucleation within a hotspot does not enhance either the efficiency or the rate 

of CCP maturation.  

The ability to identify hotspots allowed us to directly measure the 

temporal coordination 1) between subsequent nucleation events, and 2) 

relative to termination events, induced by either abortion or internalization. A 

graph of the lifetime of the preceding CCP in a hotspot versus the waiting time 

between its nucleation and the next nucleation event in the same hotspot (Fig. 
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3.3D) indicates that ~20% of CCP nucleations in hotspots occur before the 

termination of a preceding CCP (data points below the unity line). Thus, 

multiple CCPs can mature concurrently within a single hotspot, and nucleation 

of a CCP in a hotspot does not necessitate the termination of the preceding 

CCP as previously suggested (13, 102).  

Given the broad heterogeneity in CCP lifetimes, we were interested in 

figuring out whether the lifetime of the preceding CCP influences the waiting 

time of the subsequent CCP. The graph in Fig. 3.3D displays an increasing 

fraction of data points below the unity line, suggesting that the longer the 

lifetime of a CCP in a hotspot the higher is the probability for a new nucleation 

in the same hotspot before its termination. To quantify this in more detail we 

binned CCPs into cohorts of different lifetime ranges and analyzed the 

cumulative histogram of the waiting times to the next nucleation (Fig. 3.3E). 

Indeed we find that while for a lifetime range of 20 – 40s only 9% of the 

subsequent nucleation events occur before termination. This fraction 

increases to 42% and 65% for lifetime ranges of 120 – 160s and 200s – 300s, 

respectively. However, the rightward shift in the cumulative histograms for bins 

containing longer-lived CCPs indicates that it takes longer for the hotspot to 

support nucleation of a new CCP after the production of a long-lived CCP. 

Longer-lived CCPs tend to be brighter, thus are larger and most likely bind 

more molecular resources (101, 104). Our previous simulations predicted that 

an exclusion period exists between consecutive nucleations at hotspots (Fig. 
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3.3D). Based on these data, we hypothesize that this exclusion period reflects 

a limited availability of resources for the initiation of CCPs, and that this 

exclusion period is prolonged after the nucleation of longer-lived CCPs, which 

exhaust more resources from the hotspot. 

 

3.2.5 Nucleations at hotspots are regulated by actin and the availability of 

nucleation resources  

 

The distribution of hotspots establishes a spatial memory for CME, 

which must somehow be imprinted onto the plasma membrane. The most 

likely candidate for this function is the actin cortex, which, according to the 

membrane matrix model, is the main structural network dividing the plasma 

membrane into microscopic parcels with potentially variable molecular 

properties (109). Earlier studies had indeed suggested a role for cortical actin 

in the maintenance and positioning of hotspots (100, 110). Based on these 

findings, we perturbed the structure of the actin cortex with the actin 

depolymerization agent Latrunculin A (LatA) (111). The drug was applied at a 

low concentration (50 nM) to avoid cell detachment from the substrate and/or 

uncontrolled side effects due to changes in cell morphology. Upon LatA 

treatment, we observed a decrease in the density of CCP nucleation events 

(Fig. 3.4A), as defined by the number of nucleation events observed in a given 

cell, divided by its footprint area. This is consistent with previous data 
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suggesting a role for cortical actin in promoting CCP nucleation (110, 112). 

However, the clustering density, defined by the integration of the pair 

correlation function over the area of a hotspot (134 nm; see Methods), 

increased (Fig. 3.4B) in agreement with previous observations (110). We 

conclude that although perturbation of the actin cortex yields overall less 

CCPs, those remaining show an increased tendency to nucleate inside 

hotspots.  

To differentiate between a requirement for a stable or a dynamic actin 

network in CCP nucleation and organization, we also treated cells with 125 nM 

Jasplakinolide, which prevents disassembly of actin filaments (113). Under this 

condition, cells displayed no significant change in either nucleation or 

clustering density (Fig. 3.4A and B), but did show changes in both CCP 

diffusion and lifetime (data not shown), which indicates that the dose of the 

treatment was sufficient to affect the function of a dynamic actin cytoskeleton 

in the later stages of CCP maturation. From this data we conclude that 

hotspots are defined by the presence, rather than the dynamic behavior, of a 

cortical actin network. 

The involvement of the actin cytoskeleton in defining hotspots further 

supports the notion that the observed decrease in the maximum of the pair 

correlation with longer observation windows (Fig 1F) is related to hotspot 

turnover. Indeed our simulations suggest that a hotspot turns over after 
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approximately 160 s, which is similar to the 80-120 s it takes the actin network 

to transition locally from assembly to disassembly to reassembly (114). 

It has been suggested that actin may play an indirect role in organizing 

nucleation events by corralling phosphatidylinositol-4,5-biphosphate (PIP2) 

(110), which is required to recruit adaptor proteins to the plasma membrane. 

To test whether PIP2 availability affects the organization of CCP nucleations 

we reduced the expression levels of type I phosphatidylinositol-4-phosphate 5-

kinase α (PIP5K1-α), the major PI5-kinase isoform responsible for PIP2 

production in BSC1 cells (115). Cells depleted of PIP5K1-α displayed a 

decrease in nucleation density ((115) and Fig. 3.4C), and a variable but 

significant increase in the clustering density (Fig. 3.4D). We suspect that the 

variability reflects cell-to-cell differences in the degree of PIP5K1-α knock-

down. Correspondingly, overexpression of PIP5K1-α resulted in more 

nucleation events (Fig. 3.4C), consistent with a prior report of increased AP-2 

binding to membranes under these conditions (116), and a reduced clustering 

density (Fig. 3.4D). To confirm that the effects of altering PIP5K1-α levels on 

CME were mediated through a change in PIP2 levels, we delivered 

exogenous PIP2 directly to cells via neomycin carriers. Cells treated in this 

manner exhibited the same increase in nucleations and decrease in clustering 

density seen in cells with increased expression levels of PIP5K1-α. These 

results are consistent with previous observations in that increased PIP2 levels 
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lead to an increase in nucleations (110), and suggest that nucleation at 

hotspots is less sensitive to bulk PIP2 levels than random nucleation events. 

The adaptor protein AP-2 plays a critical role in initiating CCP assembly 

(117). As previously reported (104), siRNA-mediated knock-down of the µ2 

subunit of AP-2 by 50% resulted in a corresponding decrease in the number of 

CCPs. We show that this treatment also resulted in a 50% decrease in the 

number of nucleation events (Fig. 3.4C); interestingly, the clustering density 

increased (Fig. 3.4D). Thus CCP nucleation at hotspots is also less sensitive 

to bulk AP-2 levels than randomly nucleated events. 

Taken together, these data are consistent with a model in which actin 

mesh elements define local chemical microenvironments with varying 

nucleation competencies based on the amount of nucleation resources each 

holds. When the global concentration of a given resource is reduced, a relative 

increase in nucleations is observed in the mesh elements that retain sufficient 

resources to support nucleation.  

 

3.2.6 FCHo1/2 are not involved in the organization of nucleation sites 

   

The BAR (Bin/Amphiphysin/RVS) domain-containing proteins FCHo1 

and 2 have been recently implicated in CCP initiation (13). We therefore tested 

whether these proteins play a role in the organization of nucleation sites. To 

do this we knocked-down FCHo1 and 2 simultaneously (knock-down 
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efficiencies of 20% and 55% respectively; Fig. 3.4E and Supplementary Fig. 

3.1) because knock-down of only one isoform leads to a compensatory 

overexpression of the other (data not shown).  Consistent with previous data 

(13), we observed a significant decrease in the number of nucleation events 

upon knock-down of FCHo1 and 2. However, this treatment did not affect CCP 

clustering. Because the observed knock-down efficiencies were relatively low 

(in agreement with previous reports (13)), we confirmed this result by 

overexpressing FCHo2. Correspondingly, we observed an increase in the 

number of nucleations, and no change in CCP clustering (Fig. 3.4E and F). 

Thus in contrast to modulations in the levels of other nucleation resources 

(e.g. AP-2 and PIP2), modulations in the levels of FCHo1 and 2 affect 

nucleations inside and outside hotspots to an equal extent. 

 

 

3.2.7 SNX9 regulates the organization of CCPs and is recruited early to 

hotspots 

 

In an effort to identify additional molecular components that might play 

a role in determining the differential nucleation inside and outside hotspots, we 

re-examined data from a study in which we reduced the expression levels of 

several endocytic accessory proteins by siRNA-mediated knock-down (118). 

Of these, only reduction in the expression levels of a subset of curvature 
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generating and/or sensing proteins, including epsin1, SNX9 and endophilin, 

caused a weak but significant decrease in the degree of clustering of CCP 

initiation events (Supplementary Fig. 3.1D). Neither SNX9 nor endophilin 

affected CCP nucleation density (Supplementary Fig. 3.1C), suggesting that 

these proteins might play a more specific role in defining endocytic hotspots. 

Although the effect of knock-down of SNX9 and endophilin on CCP clustering 

was significant, at the levels of knock-down achieved in these experiments 

(35% and 50%, respectively (118)) it was not dramatic. This may reflect a 

functional redundancy between these two structurally related proteins and 

perhaps other BAR domain-containing accessory factors.  Nonetheless, we 

focused on SNX9 because its depletion caused the strongest decrease in 

clustering, even though its knock-down was the least efficient (118). 

To confirm that knock-down of SNX9 consistently leads to a reduction 

in the clustering of nucleation sites, we used an inducible shRNA construct to 

increase SNX9 knock-down efficiency. shRNA-mediated knock-down of SNX9 

by 50% on average (knock-down efficiency varied between 40% and 80%; see 

Supplementary Fig. 3.1B for a representative blot) confirmed our previous 

observation, i.e. reduced spatial clustering of CCP nucleation sites without 

affecting the nucleation density (Fig 4G and H). While the magnitude of the 

effect did not change, the variability of the response was greatly reduced, 

reflecting our capability of selecting cells for filming that are expressing the 

shRNA via an mCherry reporter expressed in-line with the shRNA.  
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 SNX9 contains an N-terminal Src homology 3 (SH3) domain, a 

phospholipid-binding PX domain, and a C-terminal, curvature 

generating/sensing BAR domain (119, 120). SNX9 can bind to clathrin, AP-2 

and dynamin (121-123), and stimulates dynamin’s GTPase and self-assembly 

activities (121, 123). SNX9 interacts with negatively charged phospholipids on 

membranes, in particular PIP2 and PIP3 (53, 124). It binds to and activates 

PIP5K (124), and also interacts with N-WASP or WASP, and Arp2/3, linking it 

to the actin cytoskeleton (53, 125-127). SNX9, therefore, has many of the 

properties that might be expected of a protein involved in organizing the 

nucleation of CCPs at the interface between the actin cortex and the plasma 

membrane.  

 SNX9 has previously been shown to be recruited to productive CCPs 

during the late stages of their maturation and just prior to (121), or slightly after 

(5) their internalization. This kinetic behavior would be inconsistent with a role 

for SNX9 in organizing hotspots. Therefore, we re-examined the dynamics of 

mCherry-SNX9 relative to EGFP-CLCa-labeled CCPs using dual color TIR-

FM. Neither nucleation density nor degree of clustering was altered in cells 

expressing mCherry-SNX9 (data not shown); thus SNX9 appears not to be a 

limiting component for either activity. To capture potentially different SNX9 

recruitment profiles, we applied a previously described method (128) to 

determine SNX9-mCherry intensity traces at CCPs nucleated inside or outside 

hotspots (red and blue lines in Fig 5A respectively). Averaged intensity traces 
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were calculated for a cohort of CCPs with lifetimes of 61-80 s (Fig. 3.5A; see 

Methods), which in large majority correspond to productive events. In 

agreement with previously observed behaviors (121), SNX9 reached its 

highest level of recruitment during the late stages of productive CCP 

maturation and declined concurrently with the loss of clathrin from the TIRF 

field (Fig. 3.5A), independently of whether CCPs nucleated inside or outside 

hotspots. 

EGFP-CLCa intensity profiles were identical in CCPs nucleated inside 

or outside hotspots (data not shown). In contrast, the intensity profiles for 

SNX9 differed for CCPs nucleated within or outside a hotspot. For all lifetime 

cohorts (Fig. 3.5A and data not shown) we could detect a substantial SNX9 

signal at the nucleation site before the onset of clathrin assembly within 

hotspots, but not at random nucleation sites where SNX9 began to 

accumulate only after the onset of clathrin assembly. In addition, SNX9 was 

retained at higher levels after CCP internalization within hotspots than outside 

hotspots. Only a fraction of CCPs (47% ± 12%) that nucleate inside hotspots 

also terminate within the hotspot radius, others diffuse away before 

termination. When we compare the residual intensity of SNX9 at CCPs that 

terminate within and outside of hotspots we find that traces of the former 

return to an intensity comparable to the high pre-nucleation level (Fig. 3.5B), 

whereas traces of CCPs terminating outside hotspots tend to drop to the post-

termination level of CCPs nucleated outside hotspots. This suggests that a 
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portion of SNX9 is associated with the hotspot and does not turn over with the 

assembly and internalization of a CCP. Together, these observations are 

consistent with a role for SNX9 both in early events required for organizing 

repeated nucleation of CCPs within hotspots and late in CCP maturation. 

To examine how the recruitment of SNX9 compares with the 

recruitment of nucleation resources that are not responsible for the spatial 

organization of hotspots, we also measured the intensity traces of FCHo2 and 

AP-2 at CCPs inside and outside hotspots. To measure FCHo2 levels, EGFP-

CLCa expressing cells were transfected with tagRFP-T-FCHo2. To measure 

AP-2 levels, we transfected dTomato-CLCa into cells stably expressing the σ2 

subunit of AP-2 tagged with EGFP. We found that the pre-nucleation and post-

internalization intensities of FCHo2 were also higher at hotspot vs. non-

hotspot CCPs (Fig. 3.5C and D), whereas AP-2 intensity profiles were the 

same for both populations. However, in contrast to SNX9, there was no 

difference in the shape of FCHo2 or AP-2 intensity profiles (Fig. 3.5C and D 

respectively) for CCPs nucleated inside or outside hotspots. Thus, of the 

proteins we examined SNX9 is unique in its differential behavior (i.e. early 

recruitment to and retention at CCPs) within hotspots. 

 

3.2.8 Clustered transferrin receptors nucleate CCPs outside hotspots  
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Our data suggests that hotspots are organized by the actin cortex and 

associated nucleation factors, thus they represent a mechanism by which 

CME and its transmembrane cargo could be spatially organized in an inside-

out manner. A contrasting mechanism would be one in which specific 

transmembrane receptor signals trigger the formation of endocytic structures 

in an outside-in manner. We recently showed that clustering of biotinylated 

transferrin receptor at the cell surface via fluorescent conjugates of multivalent 

streptavidin molecules triggers de novo CCP nucleation in an outside-in 

fashion (129). To determine whether these nucleation events occur within 

hotspots or are randomly distributed we reanalyzed the data published in (129) 

with respect to the spatial organization of CCP nucleation sites. When we 

compared the clustering of CCPs in cells treated with tetravalent cargo against 

cells treated with either monovalent cargo or cargo that cannot bind transferrin 

receptor, we found that CCP clustering is significantly reduced upon cross-

linking of receptors (Fig. 3.6). This result suggests that clustering of non-

signaling receptors by multivalent cargo can nucleate CCPs at randomized 

locations on the cell surface, i.e. outside hotspots. 

 

3.3 CONCLUSIONS 

 

Using sensitive particle tracking methods and rigorous quantitative 

analysis we have established the existence of hotspots that organize clathrin-
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mediated endocytic events. Our data further suggest that accessory proteins 

implicated in the earliest stages of CCP formation can be functionally grouped 

into nucleation factors and nucleation organizers. Reduced expression of 

nucleation factors decreases the number of CCP initiation events, while 

increasing the clustering of remaining CCPs. From this we conclude that the 

recruitment efficiency of some of these nucleation factors, i.e. AP-2 and PIP2 

is enhanced at hotspots, allowing for a nucleation advantage when these 

resources are scarce. Knock-down of FCHo1/2, which is also required for 

nucleation, does not affect CCP clustering, suggesting that its role is restricted 

to that of a nucleation factor and that it is not preferentially recruited to 

hotspots. In contrast, SNX9 appears to function as a nucleation organizer in 

that CCP clustering is decreased when its expression levels are reduced, 

whereas nucleation density is unaffected. Consistent with this role, SNX9 is 

selectively retained at hotspots after CCP internalization and selectively 

detected at hotspots before subsequent CCP assembly. SNX9 may function 

as a nucleation organizer by efficiently recruiting and/or retaining factors 

necessary to support multiple CCP nucleations at a specific site. The small, 

but significant effects of SNX9 knock-down on CCP clustering suggests that 

other factors, possibly redundant with SNX9, might also fulfill the function of a 

nucleation organizer. Our analysis of the siRNA-mediated knock-downs of 

various endocytic accessory proteins (see Suppl. Fig. 3.2) reveals that 

reduced expression of the BAR-domain containing protein endophilin also 
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reduces CCP clustering without affecting nucleation. Further studies are 

required to identify other nucleation organizers. 

Whether a CCP is nucleated inside or outside a hotspot has no effect 

on the efficiency or speed of CCP maturation. Instead, hotspots serve to 

organize CME spatially. Much like the organization of CME in neuronal active 

zones, the spatial regulation of CME in non-neuronal cells may play a crucial 

role in polarization of and/or functional organization of the cell surface (72). In 

particular, CME may be implicated in determining the spatial distribution of 

receptors at the plasma membrane to establish signaling gradients required 

for directed cell migration and morphogenesis. Few studies have attempted to 

link the polarization of signal transduction in these processes to a polarization 

in endocytosis (72), and even fewer have examined the mechanisms by which 

cells might spatially organize CME. Hotspots define a mechanism for the 

“inside-out” regulated nucleation of CCPs and their transmembrane cargo, 

which may be responsible for the spatial polarization of CME in response to 

intracellular cues. Alternatively, CME may be polarized by an “outside-in” 

mechanism where gradients in the clustering, concentration, and/or activation 

of receptors in response to extracellular signals establish spatial cues in CCP 

nucleation. We have presented evidence that both mechanisms can spatially 

regulate CCP initiation. It would therefore be of interest to scrutinize the 

importance of polarized CME and the role of hotspots in these cellular 

functions.   
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3.4 MATERIALS AND METHODS 

   

3.4.1 Cell culture and life cell imaging via TIR-FM 

 

BSC1 monkey kidney epithelial cells stably expressing rat brain 

clathrin-light-chain-a conjugated to EGFP or rat brain σ2-adaptin fused to 

EGFP (kindly provided by Dr. T. Kirchhausen, Harvard Medical School) were 

grown under 5% CO2 at 37°C in Dulbecco's modified Eagle's medium 

(DMEM) supplemented with 20 mM HEPES, 10 µg/ml streptomycin, 66 µg/ml 

penicillin, 10% (vol/vol) fetal calf serum (FCS, Hyclone, Logan, UT) and 0.5 

mg/ml geneticin (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA). Cells were imaged as previously 

described (104, 118). 

 

3.4.2 Reagents and cell treatments 

 

Latrunculin A and Blasticidine were bought from Sigma. Jasplakinolide 

was kindly provided by Dr. V. Fowler (The Scripps Research Institute). 

Doxycycline was bought from Clontech (Mountain View, CA). A primary 

antibody against FCHo2 was a gift from Dr. H. McMahon (Medical Research 

Council Laboratory of Molecular Biology); FCHo1 (ab84740) and α-tubulin 

(ab11304) were bought from Abcam; SNX9 (sc-166863) was bought from 

Santa Cruz. siRNA duplexes (Dharmacon) were the following: µ2: AAG UGG 
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AUG CCU UUC GGG UCA (Motley et al., 2003); PIP5K1α: AAC TGC AGA 

GCT TCA AGA TAA; FCHO1: SMARTpool L-014114-02; FCHo2: SMARTpool 

L-024508-02; non-targeting D-001810-01; the rest of the sequences and 

siRNA-mediated protein depletion protocols were described previously (118). 

Addition of PIP2, using a shuttle PIP kit (Echelon Biosciences), was achieved 

by incubating cells with 20 µM PIP2/neomycin complex according to 

manufacturer instructions. For mCherry-SNX9 (125), PIP5K1-α-mCherry (from 

the mouse phosphatidylinositol-4-phosphate-5-kinase 1 (PIP5K) beta, which is 

the homolog of the human alpha isoform), FCHo1/2-tagRFP-T (a kind gift from 

Dr. H. McMahon), and dtTomato-CLCa (cDNA for dsRed-CLCa obtained from 

Wolf Almers (Vollum Institute, Oregon Health and Science University) and 

subcloned in-frame with dtTomato) over-expression, cells were transfected 

with 6 µg DNA and 12 µl lipofectamine2000 transfection reagent (Invitrogen) in 

a total volume of 2 ml Opti-MEM, according to manufacturer's 

recommendations. After a 5-h incubation, cells were washed with culture 

medium and split if necessary. Cells were imaged by TIR-FM 24 hours after 

transfection. 

shRNA against SNX9 (ctaagcactttgactggttata) or non-targeting 

(atctcgcttgggcgagagtaag) were cloned into Expression Arrest TRIPZ lentiviral 

shRNAmir (Open Biosystems), which was further modified to replace the 

puromycin resistance to blasticidine resistance by seamless cloning (130). 

Lentivirus was harvested from HEK293T cells cotransfected with the modified 
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TRIPZ plasmid, psPAX2, and pMD2.G plasmids from addgene. BSC1 cells 

stably expressing EGFP-CLCa were infected with virus for 3 days, and then 

transferred into medium containing 2 mg/ml blasticidine for selection.  

 

3.4.3 Image analysis 

 

Custom-written software for single-particle detection and tracking was 

used to compute the trajectories of all CCPs visible in TIR-FM (106). The 

tracking algorithm incorporates a gap-closing scheme, which links partial 

trajectories resulting from the unstable EGFP-CLCa signal.  

CCP lifetimes were decomposed into early and late abortive, and productive 

populations as previously described (104). 

 

3.4.4 Pair Correlation 

 

The quantitative analysis of spatial clustering of CCPs is based on 

Ripley’s K-function (108), from which the pair correlation function is derived. 

The pair correlation function c(r) is the average normalized probability of 

finding a neighboring point at distance r. For a spatially random particle 

distribution c(r) = 1. Values c(r) < 1 indicate how much scarcer the point 

distribution is at this distance relative to a random distribution. Values c(r) > 1 
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indicate how much denser neighboring points are packed at this distance 

relative to a random distribution. 

To calculate Ripley’s K-function or the pair-correlation function, the 

numbers and distances of all neighboring points are determined for each point 

in the image. For points located at the edge of the image - which may have 

additional 'invisible' close neighbor points located outside of the image - a 

variety of edge correction methods can be used to account for the missing 

observations. We used Ripley’s correction to adjust the number of visible 

neighbors in a circle of radius r centered on the point located at (x,y) by a 

correction factor derived from the fraction of the circular circumference that 

falls inside the field of view/region of interest. For a rectangular region of 

interest, this correction factor c(x,y,r) can be determined analytically (107), and 

is given by  

 

where denotes Euclidian distance of a given point location from the cell 

edge. For a non-rectangular area of interest, such as a cell footprint, we can 

use the same correction factor by assuming that the edge of this region is 

straight where it intersects with the circle centered on a point at (x,y). Based 

on random distributions, we find that this approximation is accurate for 

distances up to several microns. 
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In order to measure the pair correlation for different observation 

windows, we calculated the pair correlation for CCP nucleations that occurred 

within a given time frame in a 10-minute movie. To illustrate, for an 

observation window of 100 s the pair correlation was calculated taking into 

account CCP nucleations observed within the first 100 s of a movie. This pair 

correlation was then averaged with another six pair correlations calculated 

from the nucleations occurring within 100 s time intervals shifted by 40 s each 

(i.e. nucleations occurring from t = 40s to t = 140s, t = 80 to t = 180s, etc.) to 

give the 100 s pair correlation for a given movie. 

We derived the clustering density parameter from the integration of the 

pair correlation up to a radius of 134 nm. Taking such a small radius as the 

limit of integration ensures that clustering is measured well within the typical 

cluster size for all conditions. 

Classification of CCP nucleation events into inside and outside hotspots 

Hotspots were identified by a newly developed point clustering algorithm. For 

a given data set, the algorithm first determines a clustering diameter derived 

from the pair correlation. This diameter is calculated by measuring the 

distance for which the pair correlation acquires a value of one over the 

average value at large distances, which is defined as the average value of the 

pair correlation function between distances ranging from 10 pixels (0.67 µm) to 

20 pixels (1.34 µm). Doubling this distance gives the clustering diameter. The 

algorithm then finds all the neighbors of each nucleation that can be fit within 
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this diameter. Each set of neighbors defines a possible cluster. The largest 

possible cluster, in terms of number of neighbors, is chosen as a true cluster. 

The members of this cluster are removed from further consideration. The 

algorithm then iterates, finding neighbors and choosing clusters. The iteration 

stops when no neighbors within the clustering distance can be found for the 

remaining nucleations. The cluster with the smallest average nucleation-to-

cluster-centroid distance is chosen if two clusters of the same size are found 

that have nucleations in common.  

 

3.4.5 Intensity Profile Averaging 

 CCP intensity profiles were calculated as described in (128): For a 

given channel, a given CCP, and a given frame we average the pixel 

intensities within a radius of 134 nm (2 pixels) from the centroid of the CCP as 

detected in the EGFP-CLCa channel. We repeat this for each frame to form an 

intensity trace for a given CCP. For each trace, we subtract the average 

intensity trace of 8 neighboring background pixels. In order to average traces 

for CCPs of different lifetimes, we calculate a weighted average between the 

traces first aligned relative to the frame of CCP appearance and then aligned 

relative to the frame of CCP disappearance. The weighting function is set so 

that intensity values at early time points are dominated by the traces lined up 

to the first frame and intensity values in later time points are dominated by 
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traces lined up to the final frame. This results in average intensity traces with 

the highest uncertainty in middle time points.   
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3.5 FIGURES
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Figure 3.1: CME is organized into hotspots 
(A) CCPs in BSC1 cells expressing EGFP-CLCa were visualized with TIR-FM and detected as 
in (104). Detection results are shown here for a single frame as red dots overlaid on the 
negative of the image. (B) All CCP nucleation events detected throughout the time lapse are 
projected onto the footprint of the cell. (C) Simulated point distribution with the same number 
of points as in B, but in a spatially random distribution. (D) Pair correlation function of all 
nucleation events averaged over 113 control movies (blue). The function shows a significant 
increase above the background of a random distribution (black), indicating spatial clustering of 
nucleation events over a length scale 0 - 300 nm. (E) The pair correlation function of 
nucleation events was calculated using different observation windows and the maxima of the 
pair correlation functions were plotted vs. the duration of the observation window. Scale bars: 
2 µm.
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Figure 3.2: Models of point processes provide insight into the mechanism of hotspot 
regulation 
 (A) Our experimental data is best fitted by a model in which 57% of the nucleations occur in 
invisible hotspots (‘parent loci’) randomly scattered throughout the frame. Spatially, 
nucleations were Gaussian-distributed around each parent locus with a full width at half 
maximum diameter of 268 nm. The remaining 43% points are randomly distributed. (B) 
Implementation of a spatial nucleation model (active random patches 200 nm in radius whose 
centers are separated by 400 nm) as described in Ehrlich et al. (101). We find that this model 
provides a less adequate fit, i.e. a higher sum of squares of the residuals, to the experimental 
data. (C, D, and E) We measured the pair correlation for different observation periods for a 
simulation as in (A). (C) Temporal dependencies between pits were modeled by introducing a 
Poisson-distributed probability for each parent locus to give rise to a nucleation with an 
expectancy value of 0.0022 nucleations/locus/frame. (D) Hotspots become incompetent for  
renewed nucleation for 16 s after a nucleation event. (E) Hotspots are forced to turn over after 
160 s; to maintain a steady state density of hotspots the disappearance of a hotspot is 
accompanied by generation of a new hotspot in another location.
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Figure 3.3: Hotspots only affect the spatial organization of nucleation events 
(A) Classification of CCP nucleation events into events occurring inside hotspots (red; hotspot 
areas indicated by circles) and outside hotspots (blue). (B) (Cross-) Pair correlation function of 
the different point populations identified in A. The pair correlation of nucleations relative to 
hotspot centroids (red), and the pair correlation of nucleations with respect to other 
nucleations (blue) are shown here. (C) Contributions and characteristic lifetime of early 
abortive, late abortive, and productive CCP populations nucleated inside hotspots and outside 
hotspots. Error bars indicate standard error of the mean. (D) Waiting times between 
subsequent nucleation events at each hotspot as a function of the lifetime of the preceding 
CCP. Statistical data in the text relies on n = 53610 nucleation events. For graphical purposes 
the data has been randomly subsampled reflecting n’= 1000 events. The black line represents 
the unity time. Data points below the line indicate nucleation events before termination of the 
preceding CCP. Data points above the line indicate nucleation events after termination of the 
preceding CCP. (E) Cumulative histogram of the time elapsed between two consecutive 
nucleation events in hotspots. Histograms are binned according to the lifetime of the first of 
the two CCPs.
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Figure 3.4: Clustering density of nucleation events depends on the actin cortex and 
nucleation resources 
(A) Normalized nucleation density (number of nucleation events divided by total area of the 
cell’s footprint) and (B) normalized clustering density (integral of the pair correlation function 
over radius interval (0 - 134 nm) for control cells (n = 23; normalized to group’s median), 
latrunculin treated cells (n = 5; normalized to median of 9 control wild-type cells) and 
jasplakinolide treated cells (n = 23; normalized to median of 18 control cells). Red bar, 
median; blue box, range between 25th and 75th percentiles; whiskers, range of data classified 
as inliers to the distribution.  (C) Normalized nucleation density and (D) normalized clustering 
density for control cells (n = 23; normalized to group’s median), cells treated with siRNA for 
PIP5Kα (n = 19; normalized to the median of 48 non-targeting siRNA treated cells), cells 
transfected with PIP5Kα tagged with mCherry (n = 23; normalized to the median of 29 cells 
transfected with mCherry alone), cells treated with PIP2 carried by neomycin (n = 10; 
normalized to median of 9 control neomycin treated cells), and µ2 (AP-2) siRNA treated cells 
(n = 14; normalized to median of 9 control wild-type cells) . (E) Normalized nucleation density 
and (F) normalized clustering density for cells treated with non-targeting siRNA (n=8; 
normalized to group’s median), with siRNA against FCHo1/2 (n = 8; normalized to the median 
of 8 non-targeting siRNA treated cells), and for cells transfected with tagRFP-T-FCHo2 (n = 6; 
normalized to the median of 10 wild-type cells). (G) Normalized nucleation density and (H) 
normalized clustering density for cells treated with non-targeting shRNA (n=6; normalized to 
group’s median) and with shRNA against SNX9 (n =8; normalized to the median of 6 non-
targeting shRNA treated cells). 
* is P < 0.05, ** is P < 0.01, *** is P < 0.001 according to paired t-test (see Methods). All 
conditions where compared to controls from the same user in order to account for user-to-user 
variability in acquisition conditions. 
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Figure 3.5: SNX9 is enriched in hotspots prior to CCP nucleation 
(A) Average SNX9 intensity trace for CCPs found to nucleate in hotspots (red) is compared to 
the average SNX9 intensity trace of CCPs found to nucleate outside hotspots (blue), and to 
the average clathrin intensity trace of all CCPs (black). 678 CCPs (430 hotspot CCPs, 345 
outside nucleated CCPs) with a lifetime 60 - 80 s from 7 cells were used. SNX9 intensities 
were normalized to the maximal average SNX9 intensity of CCPs in hotspots; clathrin 
intensities were normalized to the maximal average clathrin intensity of the combined 
population of CCPs inside and outside hotspots. (B) Mean intensity (normalized by same 
factor as SNX9 traces in A) from 30 s to 6 s before CCP nucleation, and from 6 s to 30 s after 
CCP internalization for all CCPs (8 – 100 s in lifetime) found to nucleate in hotspots 
(hotspots), for CCPs that nucleate and remain in hotspots (remain in hotspots), for CCPs that 
nucleate in and then diffuse away from a hotspot (leave hotspots), and for CCPs that nucleate 
outside hotspots (random); n = 3797, 2003, 1794, and 3146 CCPs respectively. Error bars 
represent the standard error of the mean. (C) Average FCHo2 and clathrin intensities for 
CCPs with a lifetime 60 – 80 s (2606 hotspot CCPs, 1682 outside nucleated CCPs from 6 
cells were used). (D) Average AP-2 (σ2-EGFP) and clathrin intensities for CCPs with a lifetime 
60 – 80 s (1038 hotspot CCPs, 483 outside nucleated CCPs from 8 cells were used). AP-2 
and FCHo2 intensity traces were normalized in the same manner as SNX9. SNX9, AP-2, and 
FCHo2 intensity traces in the background were obtained by sampling random partner intensity 
traces for each CCP at a distance of 134 nm.
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Figure 3.6: Clustering cargo reduces CCP clustering 
Clustering was measured for cells expressing biotinylated transferrin receptor and treated with 
a tetrameric streptavidin cargo in which each monomer contains a mutation and cannot bind 
biotin (control, n = 14), in which only one monomer can bind biotin (monovalent, n = 9), and in 
which all four monomers can bind biotin (tetravalent, n = 12). All conditions were normalized to 
the median of the cargo the control. * is P < 0.05 according to paired t-test (see Methods). 
Red bar, median; blue box, range between 25th and 75th percentiles; whiskers, range of data 
classified as inliers to the distribution.
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Supplementary Figure 3.1: Nucleation density and clustering effects of CME accessory 
proteins 
(A) Dilution series of FCHo1, FCHo2, and α-tubulin in cells treated with siRNA against FCHo1 
and 2 (FCHo1/2 siRNA) and cells treated with a non–targeting siRNA (NT siRNA). From these 
dilutions we calculate a 20% and 55% knock-down efficiency (calculated using ImageJ as 
described in (118)) of FCHo1 and 2, respectively in FCHo1/2 siRNA treated cells relative to 
the NT siRNA treated cells. The bar graphs show the mean intensities of each dilution series 
for both FCHo1 and 2 bands. Briefly each band in a dilution series is normalized to the 
intensity of the corresponding tubulin band. These are then averaged for each dilution series 
and normalized to the average of the NT siRNA series. (B) Dilution series of SNX9 and actin 
in cells treated with shRNA against SNX9 (SNX9 shRNA) and cells treated with a non–
targeting shRNA (NT shRNA). From these dilutions we calculate a 50% knock-down efficiency 
in the SNX9 shRNA treated cells relative to the NT shRNA treated cells. The bar graphs show 
the mean normalized intensities of each dilution series. These are normalized as in (A). (C) 
Normalized nucleation density and (D) normalized clustering density for cells treated with non-
targeting siRNA (n = 30; normalized to group’s median), and for cells treated with siRNA 
against CALM (n = 18), Hip1R (n = 15), GAK (n = 19), Eps15 (n =13), intersectin2 (n = 16; 
normalized to the median of 48 non-targeting siRNA treated cells), SNX9 (n = 18), endophilin 
(n = 14), and epsin1 (n = 13) all normalized to non-targeting siRNA treated cells (n = 30), 
except for the noted exception. * is P < 0.05, ** is P < 0.01, *** is P < 0.001 according to 
paired t-test (see Methods). All conditions where compared to controls from the same user in 
order to account for user-to-user variability in acquisition conditions. 
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CHAPTER 4: CONCLUSION 

 

4.1 Future Directions 

 

4.1.1 Using N&B to study stoichiometry 

 

Number and Brightness analysis can be effectively used in order to 

extract the brightness, and subsequently the number, of molecules with very 

sensitive detection efficiency. This technique uses temporal averaging of 

presumably stationary, i.e. steady state, processes in order to achieve this 

sensitivity. This technique is more sensitive than detecting particles by fitting 

their point-spread function, which relies on spatial averaging of signals with 

fewer samples than those typically used in N&B. These two techniques, we 

have shown, can be used in complement to study the dynamics of particles at 

CCPs with single molecule sensitivity. However, if the molecules or 

aggregates of interest can be identified by single particle tracking, N&B does 

not provide any new information. This is because both techniques extract the 

amplitude of the monomer or aggregate from noisy intensity traces, and both 

require calibration in order to accurately measure traces in terms of particle 

numbers. N&B becomes useful when it is not possible to detect single 

particles because there is too much noise, or there aren’t enough particles in 

an aggregate to detect it. It therefore is the tool necessary to study the 
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recruitment of dynamin and its SH3-domain-containing interaction partners to 

CCPs at the early, pre-checkpoint, stages of CCP maturation, when the 

number of molecules recruited is low and can be hard to separate from the 

noisy background. 

The work presented in Chapter 2 lays down the groundwork for the 

study of stoichiometry in CME by using N&B. Another key piece in studying 

stoichiometry is fully replacing the endogenous fractions of the proteins of 

interest with fluorescently labeled versions. It is difficult to study stoichiometry 

without doing so because the unlabeled fractions introduce error when 

measuring the number of proteins at CCPs. While one can reduce this error by 

reducing the unlabeled fraction, it gets progressively more difficult to do so by 

overexpressing labeled proteins and subsequently knocking down the 

endogenous versions for more than a single protein. In addition, while the 

level of replacement can be measured on average using Western Blots, there 

is no way of knowing the level of replacement in the imaged cells. The work 

presented in Chapter 2, combined with a series of breakthroughs that have 

made genome engineering faster and cheaper (131, 132), makes it possible to 

properly quantify the stoichiometry of protein complexes during CME. Since 

the modulation of dynamin’s GTPase activity by its binding partners provides a 

plausible mechanism by which various CCP fidelity signals can be integrated, 

measuring the stoichiometry of these binding partners with dynamin will be 

critical to elucidating dynamin’s role in the checkpoint.   
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4.1.2 CME Hotspot in cell migration 

 

In Chapter 3, we showed that hotspots organize CME spatially from 

within the cell, thus providing a mechanism by which the cell can pattern CME 

in an inside-out manner. Hotspots may play a crucial role in the polarization 

and/or functional organization of the cell surface. Cell migration requires 

sustained polarization and synchronous spatial organization of various cellular 

processes. We therefore wanted to test the role of hotspots in this process. To 

do so, we seeded BSC1 cells expressing clathrin light-chain conjugated with 

EGFP on coverslips, and allowed them to reach confluence overnight. The 

next day, the monolayer of cells was scratched with a pipet tip in order to form 

a wound. We confirmed that cells close the wound within 24 hrs (data not 

shown). One hour after scratching, when cells exhibited pronounced 

morphological polarization with large lamella extending into the wound (Fig. 

4.1 A), cells at the wound edge were imaged using the same conditions as 

used for the analysis of CME organization in Chapter 3. Ten minutes imaging 

at a frame rate of 2 seconds were sufficient to observe CME dynamics. We 

detected and tracked CCPs. To measure the organization of CME for various 

regions of the cell, we divided the cell into 8 large sub-regions (Fig. 4.2. B), 

some which localize towards the wound edge, while others towards the cell 

edges at the periphery and back of the cell. We then calculated the clustering 
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(Fig. 4.2 C) and nucleation rates (Fig 4.2 D) for each of these windows 

independently. We found more CCP nucleation at the leading edge of the cell, 

towards the wound and presumably in the direction of migration, while CCPs 

are more clustered at the lagging edge. We propose that at the wound edge, 

external signaling factors are stimulating CME and thus overriding the inside-

out organization of hotspots. At the opposite edge, i.e. the lagging edge, 

nucleation resources, which have been polarized towards the wound edge, 

are scarce. Hotspots are therefore necessary to maintain CME at this lagging 

edge.   

The fact that we find more hotspots at the trailing edge of migrating 

cells suggests that hotspots might be required for the disassembly of the large 

focal adhesions found there. Because CME was implicated in the disassembly 

of focal adhesions at the trailing edge of fibroblasts (133), we decided to test if 

the same is true in epithelial cells and if this disassembly is mediated by 

hotspots. We made BSC1 cells that stably expressed both TagRFP-T-clathrin 

light-chain alpha and mEmerald-EB3. EB3 is a protein that associates at the 

growing end of microtubules and is widely used to track microtubule dynamics. 

After detecting and tracking CCPs and EB3 comets, we found no significant 

co-localization between these in our epithelial cells, which is consistent with 

what another recent study observed (134). From this data we conclude that 

CME is not involved in focal adhesion disassembly in epithelial cells, and 
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therefore the spatial organization of CME in their migration has another 

source.  

One way to elucidate the importance of the spatial organization of CME 

in migration would be to test if disrupting hotspots would lead to aberrant 

migration. In Chapter 3, we showed that knocking down SNX9 resulted in the 

disruption of hotspots without affecting the nucleation rate of CCPs. This 

perturbation leads to the abortion of a larger fraction of CCPs, and therefore 

does not completely separate hotspot organization from the effect that less 

productive CME might have on migration (118); perturbing CME might trivially 

affect migration by preventing the uptake of nutrients and thus affecting 

general cell health, which is a caveat of many studies that have looked at 

these two cellular processes in conjunction. Unless more specific hotspot 

factors can be found, knocking down SNX9 is the most useful available tool to 

perturb hotspots, and to study the role that the hotspot induced organization of 

CME might have in polarized processes such as cell migration.  

The polarization of CME in migrating cells might simply follow from a 

polarization of external signaling cues. Cell migration is a process assumed to 

be regulated by external factors, e.g. chemotactic ligands or differences in 

substrate rigidity. In Chapter 3 we showed that while hotspots spatially 

organize CME from within the cell, ligand organizes CME from outside the cell. 

It would therefore be interesting to look at how the receptors that typically are 
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involved in cell migration, e.g. integrins, are spatially segregated and how this 

segregation affects CME. 
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4.2 Figures 
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Figure 4.1: CME polarization in cell migration 
(A) DIC image of cell at the wound interface. (B) CCP nucleation sites. (C) Pair correlations for 
each section. (D) nucleation density for each section
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